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Where is it?

Contents

No, not if you call or email us at
sales@inclusive.co.uk We will match 
anyone’s price!

Call 01457 819790 and Carole or Liz will answer (no 
automated system here). They can direct your call to Jamie, 
Sandra, Roger or Andy in our Information Team; Andy, 
Carolyn, Samantha or Scott in Sales; Adam and our Tech 
Support team or elsewhere in Inclusive.
Need a catalogue or a quote? Give us a call.

If you are spending more than 
£1,000 call us or email
sales@inclusive.co.uk and we will 
try to make you smile.
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Inclusive supply scores of battery-powered 
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No more disappointments or trips to the 
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How can we help?

Are batteries included?

What if I don’t like the colour?

We are devoted to you getting the right 
product or program to help someone 
with a disability or special requirement. 
If, in your opinion, the product is not 
what you need, call us for a returns 
number and FREEPOST address and ask 
for a refund or replacement. You have 100 days to do this! 
Product must be in a resalable condition.

Are you ever beaten on price?

What are these Symbols?

This symbol indicates software published by 
Inclusive Technology Ltd.

This symbol indicates software where at least some 
of the activities have switch access.

Special offer on AbleNet products.

Can I speak to a human being?

What if I have a big order?
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“From iPad to Eye Gaze”
Over the last dozen years, 
tens of thousands of teachers 
and therapists have made 
accessible, professional 
looking activities on a PC with 
ChooseIt! Maker. 

Now children can download 
individual ChooseIt! Maker 3 activities designed for them by 
their teacher or speech therapist directly onto their iPad! The 
activities can also be accessed on a PC via mouse, switches or 
touch screen and ChooseIt! Maker 3 is optimised for eye gaze 
too! CM3 (see page 4) lives online giving you direct access 
to 30,000 pictures & symbols as well as any image on the 
Internet or from your webcam.

Also online, HelpKidzLearn is in its second year and has 
already gathered over a thousand specialist schools and 
institutional subscribers from across fifty countries. We are 
proud that this prestigious group has coalesced around 
HelpKidzLearn. There must be much more that we can do 
together. It certainly gives us a global opportunity to collect 
and spread ideas.

Eye gaze is becoming far more accessible. Firstly it is much 
more affordable (PCEye Go see page 29).
Secondly the new Inclusive Eye Gaze Learning Curve software 
takes learners from assessment and “Cause & Effect” through 
to “Communication & Learning” with fifty-four structured 
activities (page 31).

Martin Littler 
Twitter: @MartinLittler
Email: martin@inclusive.co.uk

iPads are wonderful 
and increasingly 
ubiquitous, but 
they can be hard 
to manage, mount 
or access.  We now 
have a cabinet where 
you can charge and synchronise a class set of fifteen iPads 
without removing their Big Grips protection. And there is an 
amazing range of other cases and mounting solutions too.

It’s not all iPad. We have many 
new really low-cost, low-tech, 
communication devices that 
can be as enjoyable as they are 
effective (page 21). 

We have added new Disney themed 
switch adapted toys too (see page 
42-46) and knocked 20% off the 
AbleNet kit (like BIGmack page 16) 
that you can use to bring them to 
life.

With over seventy new products 
in this catalogue it will 
be hard for you to keep 
up. To help out we are 
mounting twenty-two 
Information Days across 
Great Britain including a 
new programme “From iPad 
to Eye Gaze” and another 
entitled “Communication 
and Learning Through
Technology” (see page 70).
I look forward to treating you to lunch at one of these days!

Information

Who are your information team? Can I shop on your website?

The teachers, therapists and technicians from Inclusive 
Technology’s Information Team have extensive experience 
in using technology to support learners with special needs 
in a variety of settings. More importantly, they constantly 
keep up to date with developments in the field, drawing 
on this experience and knowledge in the development of 
our support services. They are on hand to provide advice, 
support and training and can offer a wealth of experience 
and ideas. 

Email them via
infomail@inclusive.co.uk

or call 01457 819790

Yes, and you can watch videos, review products and see 
what others have written. Access your order history and 
keep your details safe. Buy in Euros or US Dollars as well as 
UK pounds. Why not take a look at the What’s New? section 
and Clearance Sale! We’ve also made improvements to make 
it easier to find the products you are looking for.

www.inclusive.co.uk

The lovely girl on our cover is Hannah using her I-Device (see page 30). Our thanks go to Tobii Technology and Hannah for use of the image.
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NEW ChooseIt! Maker 3 - Online

Create personalised learning materials that can be used in 
your classroom and with individual pupils in minutes with 
ChooseIt! Maker 3.

Turn photographs, symbols, text and sounds into: 
•  cause and effect activities .
•  question and answer activities.
 •  games 
•  quizzes and more.

Each activity created in ChooseIt! Maker 3 can be  accessed 
using a PC, Mac, iPad and Android tablets, touch screens, 
mouse and keyboard, one or two switches and eye gaze 
technology.

Use ChooseIt! Maker 3 anywhere...
With ChooseIt! Maker 3, there is no software to install. 
You can create, edit or play your activities securely 
anywhere online via Windows or
Mac OSX.
Download your activities to multiple iPad or Android 
tablets using the FREE ChooseIt! Maker 3 App and then 
use your learning materials OFFLINE!
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For more information visit
www.helpkidzlearn.com/cm3-signup

‘Easy Flow’ Editor
With CM3’s carefully designed ‘easy flow’ editor, you can take a 
photo with a webcam, record sounds, draw or paint and make 
an activity with a child or class in minutes. They can all join in 
and then proudly present it to the rest of the school, family and 
friends.
ChooseIt! Maker 3 is an important tool for those learners who 
respond best to familiar materials, such as pictures of themselves, 
their families, their classmates and places they know well.

30,000+ Symbols

CM3 Access Options
Each activity created in ChooseIt! Maker 3 can be 
accessed using:
• PC and Mac .
• Mouse and keyboard .
• iPad and Android tablets.
 • Touch screens .
•  Interactive classroom displays.

Progression and 
Achievement 
Recording

Free iPad & Android 
App

Use your CM3 activities on  your 
iPad or Android tablet.  Access your 
CM3 activities anywhere - in the 
classroom, on  a plane or any off-
the-grid locale. 
ALL activities will include touch 
and switch access (where 
appropriate).

Every ChooseIt! Maker 3 activity 
you create will automatically 
record the learner’s progression 
and achievements based on the 
questions they have answered. 
These results can be saved for 
your records or shared with the 
learner’s friends and family.

As well as allowing you to add  
your own images, ChooseIt! Maker 
3 includes a ready made Media 
Library with over 30,000 symbols 
and pictures. 
Use Widgit Symbols, SymbolStix 
Symbols and IT’s pictures and 
symbols to make your activities.

CM3 Prices

 • One or two switches. 
• Eye gaze technology.

6708 1 user - 12 months £49

6709 5 user - 12 months £69

6710 Site licence - 12 months £99

Prices are for a 12 month subscription to ChooseIt! 
Maker 3.

Android Market
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• Regularly updated content.
•  Lots of accessible online games and activities.
•  Access using a switch(es), touch screen, 

mouse, joystick, rollerball, or an eye gaze 
communication solution.

• iPad and Android Apps.

www.helpkidzlearn.com

Multiple user login £99
(12 month subscription)

Single user login £12
(12 month subscription)

Play ten games & 
activities for FREE

HelpKidzLearn – Fun, online educational 
games and activities for all children.
Designed specifically to give additional 
support for those with special educational 
needs and learning difficulties.

HelpKidzLearn is already enjoyed by over half a 
million learners every year! Now with considerably 
more accessible games and activities which are 
updated regularly, providing a first class service at a 
modest subscription.

Visit www.helpkidzlearn.com today and register for 
FREE.

Three easy ways to use HelpKidzLearn

Inclusive Technology  •  Riverside Court  •  Huddersfield Road  •  Delph  •  Oldham  •  OL3 5FZ
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Accessible games and accessories

Early Years
A great selection of 
early learning activities 
including beautifully 
animated early cause 
and effect programs 
designed for both touch 
screen and early switch 
users.

Games 
This section is by far 
the most popular on 
HelpKidzLearn. Learners 
can expect endless 
hours of fun and 
enjoyment from games 
such as Aunty Maggie’s 
Recipe and Splat the 
Clowns.

Stories
Stories and songs 
will engage your 
learners and be lots 
of fun. Activities such 
as Counting Songs 
encourages learners to 
count from 1 to 5 with a 
catchy song and a pond 
full of sharks!

Creative
Have fun creating 
sandcastles, birthday 
cards, music and works 
of art, and make your 
own train track with 
Train Tracker, the most 
popular activity on 
HelpKidzLearn!

Find Out
Find out is an 
exploratory section for 
games and activities. 
Explore expressions, 
characters and the 
sounds they make, the 
keyboard, numbers, 
time and other 
concepts.

To find out more visit www.helpkidzlearn.com/shop

HelpKidzLearn is divided into categories to help you choose the right activities for 
your students. Each category contains dozens of colourful activities that make learning 

engaging, fun and motivating. 

6315 HelpKidzLearn EasySwitch            £99

A NEW, easy to use switch interface 
and wireless switch bundle from 
HelpKidzLearn.

The NEW HelpKidzLearn EasySwitch is ideal for use with 
HelpKidzLearn’s accessible games and activities, and with 
Inclusive Technology’s switch operated software. 

The HelpKidzLearn EasySwitch is easy to use and has no 
software to install. Simply connect the EasySwitch dongle to a 
USB port on your computer and you are ready to play switch 
accessible games and activities such as Splat the Clowns, Five 
Little Aliens and many more. 

For a very small cost, the HelpKidzLearn EasySwitch offers a 
plug and play option for your learners without the hassle of 
wires.

The HelpKidzLearn EasySwitch allows switch presses to send space and enter, allowing you to operate all the activities in HelpKidzLearn 
and Inclusive software. Contact info@helpkidzlearn.com for more details.

Tel: 01457 819790  •  Fax: 01457 819799  •  Email: inclusive@inclusive.co.uk  •  www.inclusive.co.uk
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Motivational Apps created by 
HelpKidzLearn are carefully designed 
to meet a range of educational needs, 
including switch access for those with 

physical disabilities.

HelpKidzLearn Apps

To find out more information about our accessible Apps visit
www.helpkidzlearn.com/apps

Inclusive Technology  •  Riverside Court  •  Huddersfield Road  •  Delph  •  Oldham  •  OL3 5FZ

Android Market
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New ChooseIt! Apps from HelpKidzLearn, based on the BETT Award winning ChooseIt! 
Ready-made Series from Inclusive Technology. The ChooseIt! Apps contain 1000’s of 

simple multiple choice activities covering Numeracy, Literacy and Science, linked to the 
English National Curriculum.

ChooseIt! Literacy

ChooseIt! Science

ChooseIt! Numeracy

Activities are structured to support the Primary National Strategy, Letters and 
Sounds. A collection of over 250 activities with over 5,000 pages. 

• Listening Skills   
• Initial Letters
• Initial Blends: Letters
• Initial Sounds

• Initial Blends: Sounds
• Alphabet 
• Everyday Words
• Tricky High Frequency Words

Activities map directly to Foundation Stage, P-Scales or National Numeracy 
Strategy Targets. A collection of over 230 activities with over 6,000 pages.

• Early Number
• Number 0 - 5
• Number 5 - 10 
• Number 0 - 100

• Foundation Shape, Space and Measure
• Key Stage 1 Shape, Space and Measure
• Time
• UK Money 

Activities map directly to Foundation Stage Knowledge and Understanding 
of the World and National Curriculum Key Stages 1 and 2. 
With over 160 activities and 3,000 pages.

• Foundation Living Things
• Materials 
• Light, Sound and Space 

• KS1 Living Things
• Forces and Electricity 

To view all of our Apps visit
www.helpkidzlearn.com/apps

NEW

NEW

NEW

New ChooseIt! Apps

9
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10 iPad Cases and Amplifiers

n/a Big Grips for iPad 2/3/4 £24 £15 £37

n/a Tweener for iPad Mini £20 £15 £33 Please specify colour and if the case is for the iPad, Tweener 
for iPad Mini or Buddy for iPad Touch when ordering.
Cases only. iDevices not included.

Big Grips for iPad, iPad Mini and the
iPod Touch.
• Offers easy access to all ports and controls. 
• Unobstructed cameras. 
• BPA, lead and latex-free
• Phthalate and PVC free
• Durable and lightweight.
• Easy to clean.

Big Grips Frame and Stand for iPad, Tweener for 
iPad Mini and Buddy for iPod Touch.

The Big Grips, Tweener and Buddy are lightweight, durable, easy to clean, easy to grab, 
comfortable to hold and very grippable! Made from a soft, squishy foam. An iPad/iPad Mini or 

iPod Touch fits snugly into the frame. That means fewer slips, drops and tumbles - and plenty of 
cushioning just in case. A matching stand is available allowing you to easily work at a desk or 

position your iPad or iPad Mini at a variety of angles.

Big Grips for 
iPad

Tweener for iPad 
Mini

Buddy for iPod 
Touch

Frame Stand

The following colours are available:

Big Grips Hipster, travel more and worry less 
with the incredibly versatile carry bag for Big 
Grips Frame. Easy access to the iPad, use of 
front and rear-facing cameras, lots of pockets 
for accessories and stuff, a shoulder strap (of course!), a 
rubber base for grip and a double-flap Velcro® handle for 
easily attaching Big Grips Hipster to things like car headrests.

Big Grips Hipster

6327 Hipster for Big Grips iPad Frame £39

Frame &
Stand

n/a Buddy/iPod Touch 4th Gen £15

Big Grips Tweener Buddy
Black
Green
Blue
Purple
Grey
Pink
Red
Orange

Black
Green
Blue
Red
Orange

Black
Green
Blue
Red

Buy 15 Big 
Grips Frames 
and Stands 

plus a Big Grips 
Trolley together 

and save 5%

Buy with Big Grips Frame and save!
See www.inclusive.co.uk
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iAdapter for the iPad and 
iPad Mini

6401 iAdapter for iPad 2/3/4 Black £195

6402 iAdapter for iPad 2/3/4 Grey £195

6528 iAdapter for iPad Mini Black £149

A small slide cover 
on the front of the 
housing hides the home 
button from roaming 
fingers that may close 
running applications. 
The iAdapter is also 
an amplifier, with dual 
speakers that deliver 
clean, crisp sound that can be 
heard in the noisiest setting. It comes 
with a rechargeable lithium polymer battery, 
shoulder strap for portability and a plastic stand for tabletop 
use.
•  Threaded inserts on the back for a wheelchair mounting 

plate.
• Shoulder strap for portability.
• USB charging port.
•  Rechargeable lithium polymer battery (for the amplifier 

only) – 10 hours run time.
•  USB charger and cable (for the iAdapter internal battery 

only).
• Stereo headset jack.
• Plastic tabletop stand. iPad/iPad Mini not included.

The silver ergonomically designed GoNow Case has a sleek 
built-in handle making it easier to carry your iPad. The solid 
plastic casing keeps your iPad safe from most bumps and 
knocks. The design of the case increases the audio clarity 
and volume of the iPad using no electronics, therefore it 
doesn’t require separate charging. GoNow simply channels 
and redirects the sound of the iPad to the front of the case. 
Offering easy access to all iPad features including charging, 
lock/unlock, volume, power and headphone jack.

GoNow Case for the iPad and 
iPad Mini

For the iPad 2, 3rd and 4th 
Generation iPad – carry, 
protect and enhance the sound 
of your iPad.

6292 GoNow iPad 2/3/4 Case £65

6659 GoNow iPad Mini Case £49

Big Grips Trolley

The Big Grips Charging and 
Syncing Trolley is specifically 
designed to fit 15 Big Grips Frames with iPads 
inside and store 15 Big Grips Stands.

Choose between two trolley options: charging only and 
charging plus syncing.

Features:
• Handle cut outs to help you steer if you want to move it.
• Lockable doors and on lockable castors.
• Doors fold back 270 degrees for easy access.
• Two A4 size storage trays for your iPad accessories.
• Accommodates all iPad options.
• Two years warranty as standard.

Specifications:
• Colour: White laminate trolley/blue trays and interior.
• Overall Dimensions: 866mm(W) x 457mm(D) x 1094mm(H).
• Shelf Slot Dimensions: 270mm(W) x 340mm(D) x 46mm(H).
•  Top shelf is 90mm(H) and can be used to store a laptop 

rather than a tray.
•  Power: Requires 1 x external power socket (individual iPad 

mains chargers and USB cables not included).

6647 Big Grips Trolley (charge only) £485

6648 Big Grips Trolley (charge and sync) £835

Charging plus 
Syncing Option
Intelligent charge 
and sync technology 
detects each 
connected device 
and determines the 
optimum charge 
settings - so each 
iPad will charge just 
as fast as if it were 
plugged directly 
into a wall socket. 
Sync connection 
to a host laptop or 
PC is enabled by 
connecting a USB cable (supplied) and using a Third Party 
power management App (not included). Laptop can be 
closed, housed and locked within the trolley during sync. 
iPads are not included. Delivery charge per trolley is £75.00. 
Two years warranty as standard.
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Bamboo iPad
Single

Bamboo iPad
Double

Bamboo iPad 
Triple

6342 Bamboo iPad 2/3/4 Single £149

6343 Bamboo iPad 2/3/4 Double £199

6344 Bamboo iPad 2/3/4 Triple £259

Best for mounting your device 
close to you on a table or 

Double tube solution:
contains an iPad holder, 2 x
250mm tubes, joints and a super 
clamp. 
iPad not included.

Triple tube solution: contains an iPad
holder, 2 x 250mm tubes, a 150mm
tube, joints and a super clamp.
iPad not included.

wheelchair: contains an iPad holder, one 
250mm tube, joints and a super clamp. 
iPad not included.

by

Choose from three pre-configured 
Bamboo mounting solutions for 
your iPad 2/3/4/iPad Mini or 

use our Virtual Mounting Service 
to create your own bespoke 

solution!

See www.inclusive.co.uk or 
telephone 01457 819790.

Connect for iPad provides 
accessibility and brilliant 
sound combined with 
exceptional design. You can 
charge and sync your iPad without removing it 
from the Connect!
• Can be used with all versions of iPad. 
• Hifi stereo amplified sound output.
•  Wireless and wired switch access with scanning capabilities 

to control the iPad and Apps supporting voice over controls.
•  Sleek outer casing protects against moisture and impact.
• Integrated battery.
• Charge and sync iPad without removing from Connect.
iPad not included. 

Connect for 
iPad

Aqua Waterproof Case
A waterproof case for the 
iPad 2, 3 and 4. If you need 
to use your iPad in situations 
where it needs protection 
from water then this slim-line 
protective waterproof case is 
the solution! 
iPad not included.

6644 Aqua Waterproof Case for iPad 2/3/4 £29

Griffin Survivor iPad Case

6738 Griffin Survivor Case for iPad Mini - Black £34

6739 Griffin Survivor Case for iPad 2/3/4 - Black £39

Ultimate protection for your 
iPad 2/3/4 or iPad Mini. 
Griffin’s Survivor military-
duty case is designed from 
the inside out to protect your 
iPad from dirt, sand, rain, 
shock and vibrations.
•  Built-in screen protector 

deflects wind, rain and dirt.
•  Rigid internal frame 

protects from shock and drop.
• Sealed ports block sand and dust.
• Silicone cladding blocks vibration.
•  The included stand clips on and then folds open for 

landscape viewing.
iPad and iPad Mini not included. 

6121 Connect for iPad 2/3/4 £249
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Table Top Suction 
Mount for iPad
This product provides a strong 
and stable mounting for your 
iPad, in either portrait or landscape 
orientation. The cradle securely holds 
the iPad steady whilst it’s in use and 
still provides access to all controls and 
jacks. iPad not included.

Table Mount
The special ball joints allow a 
wide range of easy adjustment 
of angle and choice of landscape 
or portrait mode. The base has 
screw fixing holes to allow it to be 
firmly mounted if needed. iPad not 
included.

Holder with
Clamp
With a wide range of adjustment, 
the mounting clamp can be 
fastened onto a round bar or 
table edge. iPad not included.

iPad Holder with Variable 
Friction Arm  

5712 Table Mount for iPad 1/2/3/4 £79

5713 Holder with Clamp for iPad/iPad 2/3/4 £79

6414 Holder with Gooseneck for iPad 1/2/3/4 £135

6766 Holder with Gooseneck for iPad Mini £135

6415 Holder with VFA for iPad 1/2/3/4 £169

6767 Holder with VFA for iPad Mini £169

Now with 
improved iPad 
holder.

iPad 
Holder with 
Gooseneck 

The flexible Gooseneck arm is 
great for positioning the iPad. It 
comes with a clamp that can fit 
round bars or a table edge. The 
new iPad holder can be easily 
positioned portrait or landscape. 
iPad not included.

The iPad Holder with 
Variable Friction Arm is 
our most popular iPad 
mounting solution. 
The VFA arm gives a wide range 
of adjustments and reach – even 
upside down. The new iPad 
holder can be easily positioned 
portrait or landscape. The clamp 
can be mounted onto round 
bars or table edges. iPad not 
included.

Now with 
improved iPad 
holder.

Inclusive iPad Mounting Solutions
A comprehensive range of mounting solutions to make the iPad easily 

mountable and accessible. 

Hover Mounting 
System for iPad
• Weighs 1.1 pounds/0.5 kilograms.
• 24-inch/60.96-centimetre reach.
•  Rigid carbon fibre construction holds stable 

while extended.
• Three separate locking joints.
• Super Clamp base. iPad/iPad Mini not included.

 iPad Apps displayed are available to download 
see www.helpkidzlearn.com/apps

6562 Hover Mounting - iPad 1/2/3/4 £259 £207.20

6583 Hover Mounting - iPad Mini £239 £191.20
5684 Table Top Mount iPad 2/3/4 £79 £63.20
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iRizer Adjustable Stand for iPad

The iRizer is a flexible portable stand for your iPad. It is ideal 
for positioning your iPad in a variety of ways by offering a 
wide range of angles and packs away flat for easy storage.

Five viewing angles – portrait or landscape.
The iRizer adjusts to a wide range of angles, from a low 
20° which is perfect for typing on the touchscreen to a 
near-vertical 70° that’s ideal for desk use. In total, you have 
five angles to choose from: 20, 30, 40, 50, and 70 degrees.

Packs flat for easy travel or storage.
The iRizer’s two thin plates close together and it fits neatly 
into its soft cloth carrying sleeve. The whole package is less 
than ½ an inch thick (11.5 mm).

Case friendly.
The iRizer also works well with iPads in cases, skins, or 
bumpers. iPad not included.

6580 iRizer Adjustable Stand for iPad £33

6759 iRizer - 5 pack £156

Cosmonaut Wide Grip 
Stylus
The Cosmonaut is 
a large, chunky and 
grippable stylus 
for touch screens. 
Works well with the 
iPad and on nearly 
every capacitive 
touch screen device available.
• Dimensions: 120mm x 17mm. Weight 45 grams.
•  Responsive tip that glides effortlessly across the touch 

screen.
• Reliable, robust and comfortable to hold/use.

6584 Cosmonaut Wide Grip Stylus £25

6586 Cosmonaut Wide Grip Stylus - 5 Pack £118

6587 Cosmonaut Wide Grip Stylus - 10 Pack £225

iCrayon
The iCrayon is 
a colourful and 
chunky stylus 
for Touch Screens. 
Works well with the 
iPad and on nearly 
every capacitive 
touch screen device 
available.
• Reliable and robust.
• Comfortable to hold and use.
•  Responsive tip that glides effortlessly across the touch 

screen.
• Available in Red, Blue, Green, Black and Pink.
• Dimensions: 88mm x 14mm. Weight 18 grams.

6589 iCrayon Stylus - Red £5

6590 iCrayon Stylus - Blue £5

6591 iCrayon Stylus - Green £5

6592 iCrayon Stylus - Black £5

6593 iCrayon Stylus - Pink £5

6594 iCrayon 5 Pack - one of each colour £23

6595 iCrayon 5 Pack - Red £23

6596 iCrayon 5 Pack - Blue £23

6597 iCrayon 5 Pack - Green £23

6598 iCrayon 5 Pack - Black £23

6599 iCrayon 5 Pack - Pink £23

iSlope

6746 iSlope Stand for iPad £29

6758 iSlope - 5 pack £137

When children 
are using an iPad 
or other tablet 
device over a 
period of time 
it is important 
that they are 
encouraged to 
maintain a good 
working posture. 
The iSlope is a 
simple lightweight 
and robust solution 
allowing the device to be supported at a suitable angle 
for easy use. With a non-slip surface and base it can hold 
the device during use and the top is a suitable size to 
accommodate a Big Grips or other case.
• Angled surface to encourage good posture.
• Non slip surface and base.
• Lightweight and strong.
• iSlopes fit together for easy storage in the classroom.
• Large enough to fit a Big Grips holder. 
Big Grips Frame and iPad not included.
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5683 Blue2 Bluetooth Switch £129 £103.20

Blue2 Bluetooth Switch
The Blue2 dual switch provides access to 
compatible iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch 
applications via bluetooth 
wireless technology. Simply sync 
the switch with your favourite 
Apple® device and activate the 
application’s switch scanning 
mode to begin using the App 
hands free. Blue2 supports both 
single and dual switch access through direct access using the 
two built-in switches, or plug your favourite switches into the 
available ports to fit your individual needs. A great product 
for computer access, Blue2 also ships with a USB bluetooth 
dongle. Note: the Blue2 is compatible with iPad Mini, iPod 
Touch (3rd and 4th generation) and iPhone (3GS and 4). 2 x 
AA batteries (included).

APPlicator

•  Switch access to 
switch adapted 
Apps including 
HelpKidzLearn Apps 
and music.

•  Those who require 
simple switch access 
within Apps and 
simple access to the media player.

•  Easy to use default settings support all switch adapted 
Apps.

•  QuickMedia button takes you straight into controlling your 
music without changing switch settings. For example, press 
one switch to play and pause music, press another switch 
to skip tracks. 

•  Timed play setting - plays music for 10 or 30 seconds each 
switch press. Great for developing understanding, control 
and access skills.

•  Also includes a comprehensive range of programmable 
functions. 

•  Works with: iPad 2/3/4, iPad Mini, iPod Touch 3rd and 4th 
generations, iPhone 3GS and 4.

• Bluetooth.
• One to four wired switches.
• Charges via USB.

•  Wireless switch access 
(it-Switch) for home 
screen, switch adapted 
Apps, music and 
HelpKidzLearn Apps.

•  Wireless joystick access 
(it-Stick) for home screen 
and on-screen keyboard.

•  Wireless keyboard access 
(it-Keys).

•  Those requiring wireless alternative access to Apple devices. 
•  For advanced users, the icons or items on the home 

screen and within the majority of Apps are scanned with a 
highlight box.  

•  Step scanning with four switches or it-Stick.
•  Works with: iPad 2/3/4, iPad Mini, iPod Touch 3rd and 4th 

generations, iPhone 3GS and 4.
•  Bluetooth and Voiceover Accessibility feature.
•  Accepts it-Switch (new version), it-Keys, it-Stick, it-Send, 

it-Send Pro and Smooth Talker (supports up to six 
transmitters).

• Charges via USB.

SimplyWorks 
for iPad

Tablet devices such as the iPad are increasingly being used for communication, 
learning and leisure. If you use access methods other than touch, such as switches or 

a joystick, you can now access all the great switch adapted Apps, play your music and 
even navigate around your device.

5978 APPlicator £129 6081 SimplyWorks for iPad £149

Hook provides simple to advanced control 
of your music playlist with an 
auditory menu of functions you 
can control with your switch.
•  Simple out of the box control 

of iPod music library.
• Single or dual switch access.
•  Speaker output to 

headphones, portable 
speakers or home 
entertainment centre.

•  Configurable volume limits for 
hearing safety.

•  Power from Apple device or use the charger (included).

Hook iPod Switch Access

5960 Hook iPod Switch Access £109 £87.20
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Features

• Unique large (125mm), low profile, easy access switch.
• 2 minutes recording time.
• Two loud speakers for great sound (1.4 watt amplifier).
• Easy to use programming with LED mode indicators.
•  3.5mm switch input socket - connect another wired switch 

for alternative access or to play a choice of messages.
•  3.5mm toy control socket (cable supplied) - connect your 

favourite battery operated toys.
• Pop-up symbol holder.
• Uses standard Big Switch Mounting Plate.
• Uses standard 9V PP3 battery (included).

4946 Smooth Talker Red £109

5089 Smooth Talker Green £109

5090 Smooth Talker Yellow £109

5091 Smooth Talker Blue £109

Smooth Talker Communicator
Record any single message directly into the Smooth Talker communicator 

and press its activation surface for playback up to 2 minutes in length. With 
its large, five inch activation surface, Smooth Talker is an excellent choice for 

people with visual impairments or who require a larger target area.

Features

•  Large single button, single message device for quick and 
easy communication.

• 2 minutes recording time.
• Volume control and on/off switch.
• Toy/appliance jack, cable included.
•  Includes interchangeable tops in red, blue, yellow and 

green.
• External switch jack for speciality switch operation.
• 160mm x 55mm x 17mm.
• 1 x 9V battery (included).

BIGmack Communicator
This simple communicator has lots of uses! It’s easy to record speech, music or 
any sound into the BIGmack. Record a repeated phrase from a story or song 

for a child to play back at the right time. Ideal as a simple introduction to 
sound recording technology. Simply press the BIGmack to hear the sound.

3478 BIGmack £84 £67.20
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Big Button

•  A communication aid with a large square symbol holder.
•  48 seconds recording time (for single message) or 3 x 24 

second messages.
•  Two modes – single message and tap-to-talk. (Select up to 

one of three messages, controlled by the number of button 
taps).

• 150mm x 150mm x 35mm.
• Requires 2 x AAA batteries (included).

Big Button with Steps and Levels

•  A communication aid for single messages or sequences, 
with multiple levels.

•  Nine levels with 6 seconds recording time, plus one level 
with 14 seconds recording time.

• Two modes – steps (sequencing) and levels.
• 150mm x 150mm x 35mm.
• Requires 2 x AAA batteries (included).

5486 Big Button £45

5487 Big Button with Steps and Levels £65 5695 Doo-zy £249

Features
• Fitted with a 1GB SD card.
• Low profile, easy access switch.
• 6.5 hours recording time.
•  Rechargeable battery with mains adaptor included - lasts 

up to 12 hours of continuous use.
• Microphone socket.
• External switch socket.
• Lock out button to prevent accidental changes.
• Comes with mounting bracket for optional wall fixing.

Doo-zy

Doo-zy is a unique 
switch package that 
meets a wide range of 
communication, access 
and control needs. 
Join in stories, play 
your favourite music 
and control toys - even 
change channels on the TV. 
The light touch, low profile switch can have light and 
vibration prompts and feedback, making it easy to access for 
those with complex sensory or physical needs. The Doo-zy 
can even work with no touch at all! The complete system kit 
is perfect for assessment, motivational, sensory and early 
communication activities.

3486 LITTLEmack £84 £67.20

LITTLEmack Communicator

With its angled base and 2½ inch activation surface, 
LITTLEmack is perfect for mounting and is recommended for 
people who can access a smaller target.

Features
•  Small single button, single message device for quick and 

easy communication.

Why not mount your LITTLEmack?
Requires a Jelly Bean Mounting Plate -  
see page 39.

Simply record any message directly into the LITTLEmack communicator for 
one touch, single message playback up to 2 minutes in length. 

• 2 minutes recording time.
• Toy/appliance jack, cable included.
•  Includes interchangeable tops in red, blue, yellow and 

green.
•  Connect a toy or battery operated appliance for instant 

positive reinforcement.
• External switch jack for speciality switch operation.
• 112mm x 70mm x 100mm.
• 1 x 9V battery (included).
• Crystal clear digital sound.
• Volume control and on/off switch.
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An easy to use compact single message 
communicator with a modern design.
• 30 seconds recording time.
•  Proximity sensor activation 

surface.
• Picture symbol holder.
• Requires 9V battery (included).
• 149mm x 149mm x 42mm.

Talking Button

• Removable clear picture 
cap.

• Wall mountable.
• 85mm x 85mm.
• Square coloured top is pressed to play your recording.
• 30 seconds recording time.
• Six pack contains blue, green, orange, red, purple and 

yellow.
• Requires 3 x AAA batteries (included).

n/a Talking Button £5

4224 Talking Button 5 pack £23

3609 Talking Button Pro £6

4228 Talking Button Pro £28

• 45mm diameter.
• Press coloured top to play message.
• 10 seconds recording time - standard version. 
• 30 seconds recording time - pro version.
• Requires LR44 button cell batteries (included).

4321 Big Point Blue £9

6088 Big Point (6 pack) £45

Big Point 

Getting Started with 
Communicators
The Getting Started kit includes three 
communicators plus a 4pic4
(see www.inclusive.co.uk). 
Includes free Snap Switch Caps, toy 
cables and batteries.
BIGmack - a single message communicator (see page 16). 
BIG Step-by-Step - a sequential communicator (see page 22).
iTalk2 - for two messages (see page 23). 

3483 Getting Started with Communicators £259

See www.inclusive.co.uk for options and product codes.

3280 Partner/Plus £45

1437 Partner/Plus Stepper £135

QuickTalker 1

6122 QuickTalker 1 £39 £31.20

Partner/Plus
•  Single message device with 

a large, lightly activated 
playback area.

•  30 seconds recording time.
•  Easily connects to other 

Partner/Pluses to provide a 
choice of messages.

• 140mm x 171mm x 50mm.
•  Requires 3 x AAA batteries (included).
See www.inclusive.co.uk for Stepper version.

Communication Device 
Skins

AbleNet Communication Device Skins provide an easy way to 
personalize an AbleNet communication device and make it 
motivating and exciting to use. 
Simply remove the skin from the peel-and-stick sheet and 
apply it to the communication device. Once applied to a 
device the skin holds tight, but when removed it will not 
leave behind any sticky residue.
Four unique themed sets available and each set comes with 
enough skins for four devices.
•  Available for BIG and LITTLE AbleNet communication 

devices.
•  No sticky residue left behind once a skin is removed from 

the device.
Please note: AbleNet device not included.

6606 Character Skins BIG (4 pack) £30 £24

6607 Character Skins LITTLE (4 pack) £25 £20

6608 Fairy Dust Skins BIG (4 pack) £30 £24

6609 Fairy Dust Skins LITTLE (4 pack) £25 £20

6610 Zebra Skins BIG (4 pack) £30 £24

6611 Zebra Skins LITTLE (4 pack) £25 £20

6612  Sports Skins BIG (4 pack) £30 £24

6613  Sports Skins LITTLE (4 pack) £25 £20
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•  A6 Talk Time Cards are 
now available in six 
rainbow colours. 

•  Each card records up to 
10 seconds. 

•  Decorate as you wish 
- write on, wipe off 
surface using dry wipe 
marker pens. Includes non-replaceable battery.

Go Talk Button 

Talking Tins - Yellow or Red
•  Magnetic single message 

device originally developed to 
sit on food tins.

•  Yellow records for 10 seconds, 
red records for 40 seconds.

• 75mm diameter.
•  Requires button cell batteries (included).
• Message can be re-recorded.

•  Compact communication device 
with large button top.

• 10 seconds recording time.
• 51mm diameter.
•  Requires button cell battery 

(included).

Go Talk Express One
•  Large touch sensitive area to play 

back recording.
• 10 seconds recording time.
•  Protective glove available as an 

optional extra.
• 127mm x 178mm.
•  Requires 2 x AAA batteries 

(included).

3720 Go Talk Express One £25

5096 Go Talk Express One Protective Glove £10

2304 Go Talk Button £7

4234 Go Talk Button (5 pack) £32

4235 Go Talk Button (10 pack) £62

1500 Taking Tins (Yellow) £14

2860 Taking Tins (Red) £20

Small Talk Time Card

Talk Time Postcard
•  A5 dry wipe recordable 

card.
• 30 seconds recording time.
• 140mm x 210mm.
•  Includes non-replaceable 

battery.

•  Pocket sized dry wipe 
recordable card.

• 6 seconds recording time.
• 75mm x 75mm.
•  50mm symbol pocket included.
•  Includes non-replaceable 

battery.

3601 Small Talk Time Card (3 pack) £9

4222 Small Talk Time Card (6 pack) £17

4223 Small Talk Time Card (12 pack) £26

4340 Talk Time A5 Postcard (3 pack) £11

Rainbow Talk Time Card

5652 Rainbow Talk Time Card (6 pack) £19

Tell A Story Card
• A4 dry wipe recordable card.
•  6 seconds recording time (per 

message).
•  Holds up to 4 separate 

recordings.
• 210mm x 297mm.
• Includes non-replaceable battery.

4343 Tell A Story Card £9

A4 Recordable Speech Bubble
•  A big recordable 

speech bubble.
•  Records messages of 

up to 10 seconds.
•  Write on, wipe off 

surface using dry wipe 
marker pens. 

•  200mm x 295mm. 

4725 A4 Recordable Speech Bubble £7

4726 A4 Recordable Speech Bubble (10 pack) £66
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Magic Cloud

Use the Magic Cloud to link objects to a sound file, 
picture or video on your computer.

The easy to use software included allows you to program one 
of the supplied RFID “tags” or discs to play a media file by 
simply placing it on the “Cloud”. Tags can be re-programmed 
and used over and over again.

The tag can then easily be fixed to any object, photograph 
or print out of a symbol and then linked to a media file by 
placing it on the “Cloud”.

•  Put one on a child’s picture and they can play a video of 
themselves, the supplied software links easily to a webcam 
to make it really easy to create a video and link this to a tag.

•  As the “Cloud” can only play one tag at a time, remove it 
and replace it with another to play a different file making 
for a very clear association with each object and the 
playback on the computer.

•  Use with an interactive board or large screen to provide 
simple direct interaction without a keyboard or mouse.

•  Use symbols or pictures linked to a sound recording, digital 
photograph or video file to help a child understand the 
meaning of the symbol or to use the tags to make simple 
choices.

•  Versatile, affordable and easy to use the Magic Cloud offers 
endless opportunities to create fun learning activities by 
relating objects to pictures, sounds or videos.

Please note: Laptop not included.

LOGAN ProxPAD

Introducing the LOGAN ProxPAD!

For children with limited hand function and/or visual 
impairment, using the LOGAN ProxPAD choice maker in 
creative ways enables them to make meaningful choices and 
play.

6300 LOGAN ProxPAD £475

Features

•  Touch or swipe tags on the LOGAN ProxPAD to play your 
recorded vocabulary.

• Large target area for message retrieval.
• Easy to generate tags to match physical and visual abilities.
•  Use in the classroom or mount on a wall for school 

environment use.
•  Incorporates many of the familiar LOGAN ProxTalker 

communication device features.
• Each sound tag can store up to 8 seconds of recording.
• 1GB memory (30,000 sound tags).
• 4 x AAA batteries (included).
• Mains connectivity.
• Dimensions: 220mm x140mm x 50mm.
• Weight: 454g.

For more information visit
www.inclusive.co.uk
or call 01457 819790.

6573 Magic Cloud, 2 x PlingTags and software £60

6574 Magic Cloud, 30 x PlingTags and software £90

6575 10 x Mixed PlingTags £20

6576 30 x Mixed PlingTags £40

6577 Magic Cloud 10 user software licence PC £120
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Recordable Pegs Sound Sequence Cards

Talking Jolly Phonics

Talking Turtles

A colourful set of six recordable pegs with loud playback. 
Great for creative learning and play.
•  Simple to operate - flick the switch to ‘record’, press the 

special light-touch contacts and record up to 10 seconds of 
audio message . 

•  To play your message back, simply flick the switch to ‘play’ 
and touch the contacts.

•  The specialised ‘non-slip’ magnetic back, means the pegs 
can be used to display artwork on the magnetic whiteboard 
or even metal filing cabinets.

•  Includes six recordable pegs (one each of green, purple, 
blue, red, orange and yellow) and replaceable AG13 
batteries. Dimensions: 10cm x 5cm approximately.

6619 Recordable Pegs (6 pack) £34

6705 Talking Turtles -10 pack £39

Ideal for 
phonics, 
creating 
words or 
number 
work.

6618 Sound Sequence Cards £23

•  Connect the Sound Sequence Cards together and press 
the green play button on the first card to listen to all of the 
cards connected in sequence.

•  Practise word building, number sequences, sums or shape 
sequences.

•  Listen to how sounds blend together.
•  Ideal for learning and practising phoneme pronunciation.
•  Great for creating short stories or recounting events.
•  Each card records up to 6 seconds and includes 2x 

replaceable batteries (battery type CR2016).
• Dimensions: 75mm x 75mm.

6617 Talking Jolly Phonics £99

Interactive and engaging, 
each one of the 42 Jolly 
Phonics sounds is pre-
recorded onto a talking 
tile, the corresponding 
image on the front of the 
tile re-affirms the sound 
being taught. 
•  Children or teachers 

just press the green button on the front of the tile to hear 
the recorded phoneme.

•  Ideal to help children practise their pronunciation of 
sounds, and perfect to let them use alone or in pairs where 
they can listen to the sounds as much as they like. 

•  Great to use for word building and a complimentary 
resource to use with the phonics programme you are 
teaching in your school.

•  The set also includes four recordable tiles, these are an 
excellent tool for children to record the phoneme they are 
practising and then compare it to the pre-recorded version 
and see if they are pronouncing it correctly, a fantastic 
resource to use for assessment.

•  The 42 pre-recorded sounds cannot be recorded over, the 
four recordable tiles can record for up to 6 seconds. Each 
card requires 2 x LR44 batteries (included). Packaged in a 
useful storage box.

A set of ten waterproof 
recordable green turtles 
ideal for use in water and 
messy play indoors or 
outdoors. Simply hold 
down the record button 
while you record your 
message. To play it back, press the turtle shell 
and you’ll hear your recording loud and clear.
• Numbered 1 to 10 on the top.
• 10 seconds recording time.
• Waterproof.
• Replaceable AG13 batteries are included (3 x per turtle). 
• Dimensions: (L) 10cm x (W) 9cm x (D) 5cm.

Talking Alphabet Cards
Practise your alphabet 
and spell words with the 
Talking Alphabet Cards.
•  Each card records up to 6 

seconds. 
•  Twenty-six cards per 

pack.
• Dimensions: 75mm x 75mm per card.

6621 Talking Alphabet Cards £66
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Step-by-Step

Step-by-Step with Levels 
GamePlay

6017 BIG Step-by-Step £135 £108

6015 LITTLE Step-by-Step £135 £108

6019 BIG Step-by-Step Choice £135 £108

6016 LITTLE Step-by-Step Choice £135 £108

Step-by-Step Choice with 
Levels

•  Three modes - one device: random, random elimination and 
choice.

•  Distinct white colour to distinguish it from traditional Step-
by-Step communicators.

•  Supplied with interchangeable switch tops in red, yellow, 
green and blue.

• 4 minutes recording time.
•  Requires 1 x 9V battery (included).

•  By pressing the activation surface repeatedly, you can skip 
over multiple messages to get to your desired message. 
When you find the message you are looking for, stop 
pressing the activation surface and the message will play in 
its entirety. 

•  This is a great tool for answering multiple choice questions, 
or communicating desires among a list of options.

• 4 minutes recording time on three levels.
•  Requires 1 x 9V battery (included).

•  Sequencing device activated by the switch top.
•  Comes with interchangeable coloured tops.
•  2 minutes total recording time.
• BIG Step-by-Step size: 127mm diameter.
• LITTLE Step-by-Step size: 64mm diameter.
•  Requires 1 x 9V battery (included).

For further product information, please visit
www.inclusive.co.uk or call us on 01457 819790

3482 BIG Step-by-Step £115 £92

6018 BIG Step-by-Step Levels £135 £108

3484 LITTLE Step-by-Step £115 £92

3485 LITTLE Step-by-Step Levels £135 £108
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iTalk2
•  Record a choice of two 

messages and play back 
by pressing the coloured 
tops.

•  2 minutes recording 
time.

•  Includes dual toy/
appliance jacks.

•  64mm diameter.
•  Requires 1 x 9V battery 

(included).

Partner Four Plus
•  A four message, 

lightly activated 
communication aid.

•  320mm x 165mm x 
57mm.

•  8 seconds recording time per 
message (4 messages).

• Requires 4 x AAA batteries (included).

4331 Partner Four Plus - Standard £195

4332 With LED Feedback £225

4333 LED and Vibrating Feedback £235

•  Communication 
aid that allows 
recording of 
up to eight 
messages on 
multiple levels.

•  16 minutes 
recording time.

•  1, 2, 4 and 
8 message grid options with matching 
keyguards.

• 8 levels (sets of messages).
• 8 input jacks to enable direct switch control.
• 2 jacks for toy control.
•  ‘Step ahead’ jack to use a switch and make it play back 

sequentially.
• 305mm x 220mm x 45mm.
• Requires 4 x AA batteries (included).

SuperTalker™ 

3540 SuperTalker £250 £200

Recordable Bar
•  A long six message device, ideal 

for wall mounting and displays.
•  10 seconds recording time per 

message (up to 6 messages).
• 115mm x 550mm x 20mm.
•  Requires 3 x AAA batteries 

(included).

4728 Recordable Bar £17

Listen to Me
•  An affordable, portable, 

twelve button 
communication aid with 
a clear plastic carry case.

•  10 seconds per message 
(12 messages).

•  178mm x 127mm x 
25mm.

• Includes AC adaptor and 3 x AA batteries.

1363 Listen to Me £55

Sound Shuffle
•  A popular, low priced sequencing 

device.
• 4 minutes recording time.
•  Plays back in a random order or 

sequentially.
• Includes toy output.
•  External speaker and switch sockets.
• 90mm x 90mm x 57mm.
•  Requires 3 x AAA batteries (included).

4828 Sound Shuffle £22

1308 iTalk2 £115 £92

3541 iTalk2 with 3 Levels £140 £112

Chatter-Block
Record 10 second messages then simply 
roll the Chatter-Block cube on the 
floor or table to hear the message you 
have recorded on the side that finishes 
uppermost.
• 150mm x 150mm.
• Requires 3 x AA batteries (included).

6620 Chatter-Block £29
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A3 Talking Photo Album
•  Insert your own 

pictures, photos or 
words in each page 
(30 pages) and record 
a message on the 
ChatterBox.

•  Recordings accessed 
via thirty finger 
sized buttons on the 
attached ChatterBox.

•  10 seconds recording 
time per message (30 messages).

• 360mm x 495mm x 30mm.
• Requires 2 x AAA batteries (included).

Inclusive Talking Photo Album 
Pro
•  Insert your own pictures, 

photos or words in 
each page and record a 
message.

•  Play back your recordings 
with buttons at the 
bottom of each page.

•  100 minutes recording time (on a removable SD card).
•  20 pages in a double sided flip style album.
•  Record messages directly on the photo album or put the SD 

card into your PC (or external reader) to add recordings via 
the computer.

• 175mm x 225mm x 35mm.
• Requires 3 x AAA batteries (included).

4156 Talking Photo Album Pro £29

4241 Talking Photo Album Pro - 5 pack £130

4242 Talking Photo Album Pro - 10 pack £250

•  Long unit with 
30 buttons to 
add your own 
recordings.

•  10 seconds recording time per message (30 messages).
•  Same as the recording module in the A3 Talking Photo 

Album.
• 314mm x 58mm x 14mm.
•  Requires 2 x AAA batteries (included).

ChatterBox Recording Module

3394 ChatterBox Recording Module £26

Rainbow Photo Albums A5

Colourful set of six photo albums for pictures and recorded 
messages.
• Thirty recordable buttons.
•  Record time on each button is 10 seconds.
• Fifteen recordable pages.
•  Pack of one to thirty re-usable page number stickers.
• 2 x AAA batteries (included).

6117 Rainbow Photo Albums A5 £129

Tech/Scan 8

Eight message communicator with single/two switch 
scanning or touch operation. Scanning lights are set in the 
black guard, so no need to punch holes in the overlay.

0931 Tech/Scan 8 £795

AMDi Multi Message 
Communicators

We have a full range of communicators 
from AMDi including scanning and 
ECU options in the Communication 

Devices section of our website
www.inclusive.co.uk

3392 A3 Talking Photo Album £34
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•  A 32 message 
communication 
device with a myriad 
of scanning options 
for switch users.

•  26.6 minutes 
recording time.

•  Visual cueing – red 
LED pipes around the 
message keys.

•  Auditory cueing – 1.5 seconds recorded cue or beeps.
• Scan pattern – step, linear or group scanning.
•  Switch access – one or two switches with a debounce 

feature.
• Slow, medium or fast scanning speed.
• 5 levels of 4, 8, 16 or 32 messages.
•  Express feature allows you to build single messages and 

play them as a phrase.
• 360mm x 254mm x 44mm.
• Requires 3 x AA batteries (included).

Go Talk 4+

Go Talk Pocket Go Talk 9+
•  A lightweight communication aid 

with integrated handle and light 
touch buttons.

•  9 message buttons and 3 ‘core’ 
message buttons.

• 9 minutes recording time.
• 5 levels (sets of messages).
• 229mm x 305mm x 22mm.
• Requires 2 x AA batteries (included).

Go Talk 20+ 
•  A lightweight communication aid 

with integrated handle and light 
touch buttons.

•  20 message buttons and 5 ‘core’ 
message buttons.

• 15 minutes recording time.
• 5 levels (sets of messages).
• 229mm x 305mm x 22mm.
• Requires 2 x AA batteries (included).

•  Four large message areas for 
recording and two fixed smaller 
cells for ‘core’ messages.

• 4.5 minutes recording time.
• 5 levels (sets of messages).
• 225mm x 302mm x 30mm.
•  Requires 2 x AA batteries 

(included).

0834 Go Talk 4+ £99

•  Portable palm sized 
device with six messages.

•  5 minutes recording 
time.

•  5 levels (sets of 
messages).

•  80mm x 140mm x 20mm.
•  Requires 3 x AAA 

batteries (included).

3569 Go Talk Pocket £135 0831 Go Talk 9+ £109

0832 Go Talk 20+ £119

Go Talk Express 32

4433 Go Talk Express 32 £359

Go Talk 32+

•  A lightweight communication aid with intergrated handle 
and light touch buttons.

• 32 message buttons plus 3 ‘core’ message buttons.
• 5 levels of recording.
•  27 minutes recording time – 8 seconds for message 

buttons, 17 seconds for ‘core’ buttons.
• Easy to use with instructions printed on the back.
•  Built-in handle with keyguard and overlay storage 

compartment.
• 362mm x 254mm x 42mm (weight 0.94kg).
• Requires 2 x AA batteries (included).

5012 Go Talk 32+ £179

 The Go Talk range offers quality, reliability and well designed features at an 
affordable price. Visit www.inclusive.co.uk for more Go Talk accessories.
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LOGAN ProxTalker

A picture 
communication 
device that talks. 
Ideal for a range of 

This exciting device recognises the sound tags to produce the 
appropriate stored word or phrase. Ideal for picture exchange 
system users of any age, for communication or as a classroom 
tool. Just pick a tag, place it on a button and press. The 
LOGAN ProxTalker will say the appropriate sound, word or 
sentence. It extends the world of communication for picture 
exchange users, taking them beyond the classroom.

4796 Logan ProxTalker with Backpack Blue £1695

4798 Logan ProxTalker with Folder £1695

ProxTalker Accessories

4797 Logan ProxTalker Backpack Blue £45

4799 Logan ProxTalker Folder £45

5101 Logan ProxTalker Blank Tags (20 pack) £45

For details of more accessories visit www.inclusive.co.uk

•  Easy to use, 
lightweight 
communication aid with 
4 messages and 3 ‘core’ 
messages.

• 6 minutes recording time.
• 5 levels of messages.
• 294mm x 300mm x 43mm.
•  Requires 4 x AA batteries 

(included).

QuickTalker Communicators
QuickTalker 7, 12 and 23 provide a 

variety of message locations and can 
store five sets or ‘levels’ of messages 
for use at different times throughout 

the day or in different activities.

QuickTalker 7

4819 QuickTalker 7 £78 £62.40

QuickTalker 12
•  Easy to use, lightweight 

communication aid with 
9 messages and 3 ‘core’ 
messages.

•  12 minutes 
recording time.

•  5 levels of 
messages.

• 294mm x 300mm x 43mm.
•  Requires 4 x AA batteries 

(included).

4820 QuickTalker 12 £88 £70.40

QuickTalker 23

communication needs for children and adults.

•  Easy to use, lightweight 
communication aid with 
20 messages and 3 ‘core’ 
messages.

•  20 minutes 
recording time.

•  5 levels of 
messages.

• 294mm x 300mm x 43mm.
•  Requires 4 x AA batteries 

(included).

4821 QuickTalker 23 £98 £78.40

Features
•  Robust, water resistant and easy to use. 
•  Portable in a backpack or wheelchair and wall mountable.
• Light touch access. 
•  Tags can be labelled with a wide range of symbols, photos, 

text or objects of reference.
•  Large tags available for those with a visual impairment.
• Easy access to vocabulary.
•  Store tags in the colour coded pages for easy retrieval.
• Easily adjustable volume.
• Built-in microphone.
•  Each sound tag can store up to 8 seconds of recording.
•  1GB memory (30,000 sound tags). 
•  Powered by 4 x C  batteries (included). 
• USB connectivity. 
•  Dimensions in backpack: 330mm x 180mm x 90mm. 
•  Weight in backpack (with tags): 2.17kg. 
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Tobii S32
Voice output and environmental control.

The Tobii S32 provides crisp, clear message output and can 
also be used to control lights, small appliances, adapted toys, 
televisions, VCRs and DVDs. 
•  A communication aid with environmental controls and light 

touch buttons.
• Over 60 hours recording time.
• 192 levels (sets of messages).
• Keyguards for 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 layouts included.
•  Uses SymbolMate software for creating barcoded overlays – 

overlays are automatically detected when inserted into the 
device.

•  Environmental control – can learn signals from infra-red 
remote controls.

• Scanning version available.
• 313mm x 253mm x 31mm.
• Requires 4 x AA batteries (included).

The Tobii S32 reliably withstands active daily use. Rubber side 
covers protect the device and allow you to personalise it in a 
choice of four colours (included). It is easy to carry anywhere 

4769 S32 Touch with SymbolMate £673

4842 S32 Scan with SymbolMate £725

AdVOCAte+
By Toby Churchill
•  Slim, portable 

communication aid 
and environmental 
control unit.

•  2 to 128 messages.
•  Wide range of switch 

and scanning options.
•  Environmental controls 

– can learn infra-red 
signals.

•  Keyguards for 1, 2, 4, 8 
or 16 buttons.

• 70mm x 27mm x 270mm.
• Requires 2 x AA batteries (included).

and the carrying strap 
allows it to be worn in 
different ways. 
The Scan model has 
two interface ports 
for connecting to toys 
and custom activation 
modes. It offers 
multiple scanning 
options for switch 
users and allows one 
or two switch access.

AdVOCAte+ is the ideal device for assessment, for multiple 
users in the classroom or centre, or for individuals who would 
benefit from communication and infra-red capabilities in one 
device. It includes a 12 month manufacturer warranty.

Note: to make your own overlays for the Tobii S32, you 
will need to purchase Tobii SymbolMate.
See www.inclusive.co.uk for details.

StepPAD

An ergonomically designed portable teaching tool and 
sequencing communication aid that fits nicely into a purse, 
pocket or hands. A really useful device for vocational tasks, 
household chores, personal routines, school schedule, 
cooking procedures, shopping lists, activity transitions and 
simple choice making.
Press any of the four activity buttons to activate a step by 
step sequence. Users hear the steps one at a time by pressing 
the next button. Press play to repeat a step. Review previous 
steps with the back button.
• Create up to 8 different activities (4 activities, 2 levels).
• Record up to 30 steps per activity plus 2 core messages.
• 32 minutes total recording time.
• Headphone jack.
• Record, level and activity lock.
• Requires 2 x AAA batteries (included).
The StepPAD is also available to buy with Go Talk Overlay 
software, a great way to make professional looking overlays 
quickly. Lanyard included. See www.inclusive.co.uk 
Dimensions: 165mm x 50mm x 13mm. 2 x AAA batteries 
(included).

6124 StepPAD £75

6133 StepPAD with Go Talk Overlay Software £99

3597 AdVOCAte+ with infra-red £99

6762 AdVOCAte+ with infra-red - 5 pack £396

6763 AdVOCAte+ with infra-red - 10 pack £693
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Eye Gaze - say it with your eyes!
 For many people who have difficulty physically using a computer, eye gaze 
technology can offer a quick and easy to understand way of accessing your 

favourite software.  

What is eye gaze?
Eye gaze or eye tracking is a way of accessing your computer or communication 
aid using a mouse that you control with your eyes.  The Tobii systems follow your 
eyes with amazing accuracy to see where you are looking on the screen. You can 
then select the item you are looking at by dwelling (staring at the screen for a 
length of time), blinking or clicking with a switch.

How does it work?
Tobii eye gaze systems work by having lights and cameras that are constantly 
sending and receiving information. The camera picks up light reflections from 
your pupils and translates the movement of your eyes into mouse cursor 
movements. It takes only seconds to complete a one time calibration.

Who is it useful for?
Anyone who may find accessing a computer or communication aid difficult using 
standard or other access methods. With one of the largest track boxes on the 
market, the Tobii systems can track over 95% of users, regardless of eye colour, 
glasses, contact lenses, lighting conditions or head movements. It is used by 
people with conditions such as Motor Neurone Disease (ALS), Cerebral Palsy, 
Muscular Dystrophy, spinal injuries, Rett Syndrome and people with profound or 
multiple disabilities.

What can you do with it?

Communicate - using eye enabled software such as Tobii
Communicator 4 and The Grid 2. Such software offers a wide
range of symbol and text based vocabularies. The eye gaze is
configured to snap to buttons on grids, making eye gaze easy
to use. The I-12 and I-15 with Eye Gaze Interaction offer 
powerful, portable, individual communication solutions that 
also include environmental control, Bluetooth and Internet
capabilities.

Assess, play and learn - anything you would normally use a
mouse to access, you can access with your eyes, and that is
almost all software! Looking around the screen will move the
mouse cursor accordingly, stare at a point on the screen or
blink to click.

Tobii’s Windows control options allow you to right/left click,
double click, drag and magnify to accurately select small
targets, opening up a whole range of software opportunities.
Such freedom enables eye gaze students the opportunity
to use the same software as classmates, play their favourite
games and even access their favourite websites. 

For those on their first steps with eye gaze, Inclusive Eye 
Gaze, Sensory Eye-FX and Look to Learn software have been 
specially created to provide progressive, fun, easy to play 
activities to get you started.

To make and play your very own choice making activities, 
games and quizzes, check out the NEW ChooseIt! Maker 3 
(see page 4-5) – it is now eye gaze optimised, making it even 
easier to play and learn with your eyes.

The PCEye Go and Pro can make most personal computers 
accessible with your eyes, making them a very flexible 
solution that could be used on a number of different 
computers and with a variety of people - a great inclusive 
tool for schools and colleges.

PCEye Go

Tobii I-Series
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PCEye Go and Pro - control any PC or laptop with your eyes!
For many people who have difficulty controlling a computer, the Tobii PCEye Go and Pro provide an 

easy to use, affordable, portable and accurate eye control alternative.

The PCEye Go and Pro run on standard desktops or laptops 
using Windows, allowing you to work with any application 
that is controlled by a standard computer mouse. 

Accompanying PCEye is the Tobii Gaze Interaction Software, 
which eliminates the need for a physical mouse, switch 
or keyboard. The Control software has two components, 
Mouse emulation, which replaces the traditional mouse 
cursor with the user’s gaze, and Tobii Gaze Selection.  Gaze 
Selection makes it possible to control your desktop, or any 
other application, through an intuitive two-step process that 
reduces the risk of unwanted clicks.

After installing the Tobii Gaze Interaction Software and a 
quick calibration, you are ready to surf the web, connect with 
friends online, play games, Skype and even make spread 
sheets and documents. Simply look at the computer screen 
and control the mouse cursor with your eye movements, 
select by blinking, dwelling, using a switch or the unique 
zoom click functionality. 

To book a demo, request a quote or place your order 
please telephone us or email tobii@inclusive.co.uk
Carriage costs are £17.00 per order. 

Please note: PCs, monitors and laptops are not included 
with the PCEye Go and Pro. You can purchase a PC or 
monitor separately, please see www.inclusive.co.uk 

PCEye Pro

PCEye Go

Features
•  Trackbox - the volume within which you can move your 

head, is large and gives you the freedom to sit or lie down 
comfortably, move freely and still maintain eye tracking 
performance. Should you move outside of the trackbox, 
the PCEye will quickly find your eyes again and continue 
to track them. Provides great tracking results regardless of 
most lighting conditions, eye colour, or if you are wearing 
contacts or glasses

•  Fits on your laptop, desktop computer screen or external 
monitor. 

Specifications
• Operating system – Windows Vista (SP2) or Windows 7.
• Tobii PCEye Go – 19” – 24” screens.
• Tobii PCEye Pro – 19” – 27” screens.

5160 PCEye Go & Gaze Selection £2,995

5162 PCEye Go & Comm Prem & Sono Primo £3,450

6711 PCEye Pro & Gaze Selection £3,245

•  Easily attaches and detaches using a smart, seamless 
magnetic mounting plate and USB connection. No external 
power supply needed.

•  It is lightweight and small enough to be easily transported 
and used with different computers and in different. 
environments.

•  All processing for the eye tracker is done on the PCEye itself, 
not on your computer. You do not need the latest desktop 
or laptop in order to use gaze interaction as a computer 
access method.

See www.inclusive.co.uk for more pricing options.
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Tobii I-Series

REHAdapt Table 
Stand

REHAdapt Floor 
Stand

REHAdapt Small 
Table Stand

4548 Floor Stand £640 4549 Small Stand £315

A large 
table stand 
for secure 
and easy 
positioning. 
The Table 
Stand has an 
integrated 
anti-tip function and automatic feet 
alignment providing solid support 
even on uneven surfaces. 

The floor stand 
is ideal for 
mounting your 
Tobii device 
securely and 
with great 
flexibility above 
a reclining bed, wheelchair, armchair, 
sofa etc. The stand is detachable for 
easier storage.

The small table stand is very easy 
to adjust and folds neatly away for 
portability and storage. It is suitable 
for small and medium sized devices.

We offer a full range of mounting solutions for your Tobii device.
For advice on options and accessories please call our Information Team on 01457 819790

or visit www.inclusive.co.uk for further details.

4547 Table Stand £375

The Tobii I-12 and Tobii I-15 are speech 
generating devices that enable effective 
communication in all forms – from voice 
output, environmental control and computer 
access to long distance communication. 
Designed specifically for users looking for the 
most powerful, convenient and portable AAC 
device, the devices are fast, rugged, powerful 
and support all input methods including; 
touch, eye gaze*, switch and scanning. They 
are designed to work in whatever way you 
wish to communicate – no matter where 
you are. *Eye gaze interaction is an optional 
addition, please select when ordering.

Features
•  Supplied with Tobii Communicator Premium and Tobii Sono 

Suite.
•  Wake On Gaze and Sleep On Gaze - Put your I-Series device 

to sleep or wake it up by simply gazing at an “eye button” 
located outside of the screen. 

•  Versatile mounting - The wedge design and auto screen 
rotation lets you stand the device upright by itself for gaze 
interaction or lay it down for touch interaction, without 
having to mount the device. Supplied with a reversible 
mounting plate that supports both REHAdapt and Daessy 
mounting systems (mounting systems are supplied 
separately).

•  Superb graphics and loud high quality sound.
• Scratch resistant Gorilla Glass.
• 9 hour battery life and swappable batteries.
• Built-in auto brightness adjustment.
• Front and rear facing cameras.
• Built-in Wifi.

Tobii I-15
Screen: 15.1”

Size: 36.9 x 32.6 x 11.2cm
Weight: 3.8kg

Tobii I-12
Screen: 12.1”

Size: 30.7 x 27.4 x 10.5cm
Weight: 2.8kg

Specifications
• Processor: Intel® Atom™ Processor.
• RAM: 4GB DDR3.
• Hard Drive: 2.5” SSD 120GB.
• Operating System: Microsoft Windows 7.
• 1 x HDMI 1.3. • 1 x USB 3.0. • 1 x Ethernet port.
• 2 x USB 2.0. • 2 x 3.5mm switch input jacks.
• 1 x 3.5mm headphone jack.

6640 Tobii I-12 £5,690

6642 Tobii I-15 £6,040

6641 Tobii I-12 with Eye Gaze Interaction £10,585

6671 Tobii I-15 with Eye Gaze Interaction £10,935
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The Inclusive Eye Gaze 
Learning Curve – From Cause 
and Effect to Communication 

and Learning

6503 Windows CD-Rom £150

6509 Buy all 3 titles £399

Attention and 
Looking

6502 Windows CD-Rom £150

6509 Buy all 3 titles £399

6501 Windows CD-Rom £150

6509 Buy all 3 titles £399

Exploring and 
Playing

Choosing and 
Learning

By using relevant vocabulary, pictures and sounds and lots 
of variety, the activities will also offer many opportunities for 
children with additional needs to develop early interaction, 
communication and learning skills. Most importantly,
we hope that our carefully chosen activities will
ensure success and motivation at each stage
with games that children will love and
want to play again and again.

Preferred Choices, Linear 
Choices, Multiple Choices

The Choosing and Learning package is 
designed to prepare eye gaze users for 
further communication and learning 
activities by developing choice 
making and access skills. Add your 
own pictures and sounds to extend 
the 18 activities to your specific 
communication and curriculum needs.

Take Turns, Explore, Choose 
Anything

18 fun packed games and exploring 
opportunities to play on your own 
and with friends. Assess and improve 
your targeting and access skills and 
progress from cause and effect to 
early choice making. Learn to take 
turns or do just what you want. You 
can even make your own music 
machine!

Tracking, Locating, Fixating

A unique package of 18 carefully 
graded activities designed to assess 
and teach simple access skills and 
understanding of eye gaze. These 
fun and meaningful activities can be 
used with all children on their first 
steps with eye gaze. They provide 
a progression of skills from cause 
and effect to targeting and include 
customisable activities to cater for 
specific interests and motivations. 

Communication

Computer Access
and Distance

Communication
Sensory Turn

TakingChoosingExplorationEarly Eye
Tracking

The first ever collection of 54 fun and engaging interactive 
activities specially created to teach early eye gaze access and 
develop choice making skills.  
This collection takes children on the learning curve from 
assessment and cause and effect understanding through to 
using eye gaze for communication, learning and leisure.
Inclusive Eye Gaze can be used by teachers and therapists as 
an assessment tool to determine visual skills and potential 
use of eye gaze and as a progressive teaching tool that 
provides structure and lots of opportunities for practice at 
each level.
All children on their first steps with eye gaze can use these 
activities to improve their accuracy and understanding of 
eye gaze in preparation for using other communication and 
learning software.
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Look to Learn
Look to Learn is a package of forty activities designed for 
those starting out with eye gaze technology. Each activity 
develops a different skill, ranging from early cause and effect 
through to accurate eye gaze control.

Five Areas of Learning
The forty activities are relevant to five key areas of learning 
and development:
• Sensory - teaches cause and effect.
• Explore - encourages engagement with the whole screen.
• Target - helps improve accuracy of eye gaze access.
• Choose - develops choice making skills.
•  Control - improve eye gaze control.

Progression
Look to Learn provides a progression from early cause and 
effect activities right through to choice making and game 
playing. This process develops the eye gaze skills required 
for alternative communication, literacy development and 
computer access. 

Assessment
Look to Learn has been created to provide the tools needed 
for assessment:
•  Eye tracking - where on the screen are you looking? Are 

you engaged with the content?
•  Targeting - learning to find targets and fix your gaze on it.
•  Choice making - introducing early choice making in 

preparation for AAC.

Sensory Eye-FX
Sensory Eye-FX is a package of thirty software applications 
designed for the earliest level of eye gaze computer access. 
The software is divided into five levels of exploration. 

Sensory Eye-FX has been developed specifically with eye 
control in mind. It is designed to develop early cause and 
effect skills through fun and stimulating activities. These 
activities are designed to be used without the need for a 
calibration. Users can develop their screen engagement, 
tracking, targeting, selecting and creative skills. 

Level 1: Blank Screen Engagement
Blank screen engagement activities allow learners to explore 
cause and effect - when they look something happens, 
when they look away it stops. This concept is fundamental to 
learning eye gaze and needs to be explored in some detail.

Level 2: Object Displacement
Object displacement activities introduce some of the 
methods of eye gaze such as dwell functions and basic 
targeting. Here learners may begin to gain greater awareness 
as to how their gaze proximity activates a response from 
content in a certain area of the screen.

Level 3: Zoned Focusing
Zoned focusing - an ability to target specific areas of the 
screen is an important step in learning to control the mouse 
cursor. At this point we are developing skills necessary to 
achieve a successful calibration.

Level 4: Active Exploration
It is important that learners are motivated to engage with the 
screen. Active exploration activities encourage learners to 
engage with the wider area of the screen and have fun using 
their eyes.

Level 5: Controlled Targeting
Controlled targeting activities can help learners achieve 
greater control, a higher degree of accuracy and a more 
detailed understanding of the dwell function.

6182 Windows CD-Rom single user copy £650

Analysis
The built-in analysis tool creates a heat map to show where 
you have looked on the screen during an activity. Heat maps 
can be saved, printed and used to measure/record progress.

Learning Resources
Look to Learn workbooks are coming soon. The workbooks 
will provide record-keeping tools for anyone that is 
facilitating Look to Learn eye gaze sessions.

6695  Single user licence £360

See www.inclusive.co.uk for more licence options.

See www.inclusive.co.uk for more licence options.
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Tobii Communicator 4

If you are going to access a Tobii device with your eyes, eye enabled software such as 
Tobii Communicator 4 and The Grid 2 allow the user to interact directly with objects with 

no distracting mouse pointer. They can select using dwell time, blink or an external switch. 
Enabled software increases speed and allows users to be much more efficient for longer 

periods, compared to using standard Windows applications. For a full list of Tobii enabled 
software, please visit www.tobii.com

Tobii Communicator 4 is a powerful alternative and 
augmentative communication (AAC) software platform that 
converts text and symbols into clear speech. It gives you 
computer access and can even allow you to control devices 
and appliances in your surroundings (ECU). It comes with 
Sono Suite, a comprehensive range of vocabulary packages to 
meet a wide variety of needs and a large SymbolStix symbol 
library.
•  Lots of ready to use communication boards for speech and 

writing.

• Templates for creating your own boards.
• Quick button edit feature for text, pictures and sound.
•  Access by mouse, touch screen, switches, eye gaze or any 

other popular alternative input device.
•  Email, SMS and telephone capability plus IR operated 

environmental control (Premium edition).

The Grid 2  

The Grid 2 is an 
integrated tool for 
communication 
and computer 
access.  It can be 
used for dynamic 
screen communication or text based communication, and its 
fully-featured on screen keyboard can control other Windows 
software. The Grid 2 a has a built-in web browser, word 
processor, email, SMS text messaging, a calculator, music 
player and a clock. It has top quality Acapela speech and the 
complete Widgit Literacy Symbols library.
There is a wealth of tools for the symbol user, including smart 
picture searching, prediction with symbols, verb morphology 
and ‘sound alike’ words. Some major grid sets, such as Ingfield, 
CALLtalk and Wordpower have been revised to utilise The Grid 
2’s extra power. In addition to Rebus symbols you can use PCS, 
photos and most other symbol libraries.
For text users, The Grid 2 allows seamless integration 
between voice communication and other computer tasks. 
Fast prediction and message stores help to speed up input. 
The powerful on screen keyboard gives direct control over 
standard Windows software. It allows menus, dialogue boxes, 
websites and much more to be navigated under the direct 
control of the user.

3692 Windows CD-Rom Light £325

3693 Windows CD-Rom Standard £390

Additional vocabulary and symbol sets are available for Tobii 
Communicator 4. Please see www.inclusive.co.uk for options.

Tobii Communicator Premium
Communicator Premium has all the benefits of the standard 
edition but supports additional email, text messaging and 
environmental control features.

6564 Windows CD-Rom Premium £425

2781 Windows CD-Rom £360

2782 5 user copy £790

The program also provides a way to handle most everyday 
tasks, for users who do not require a full office suite.
You can use pointing devices, a touch monitor, eye gaze 
systems and switches.

2284 CALLtalk £220

4504 Ingfield Dynamic Vocabularies £220

4625 Starting Blocks (with workbooks) £220

4626 Starting Blocks (with workbooks & toy box £300

4270 Talk Together £220

4594 Wordpower £220

4125 PCS Symbols for The Grid 2 £120

Grid sets for The Grid 2 
Grid sets are pre-made collections of grids, usually designed 
for communication.

The Grid sets Talk Together and Starting Blocks are currently 
only available with PCS symbols, so a PCS add-on licence is 
also needed.
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The Simply Works Range of Access Technology

The Simply Works Range includes:

With it-Send 
or it-Send 
Pro you can 
use your own 
switches with 
Simply Works.

Use up to six devices in any 
combination with a single 
it-Receive receiver.

it-Switches 

it-Roll and 
it-Stick work 
easily and 
wirelessly with 
it-Receive.

it-Send

it-Send 
Pro

it-Receive

it-Stick

it-Roll
it-Keys

With Simply Works you can have switches, joysticks, rollerballs 
and toy control devices that simply work together, and without 

wires. The Simply Works system is a family of wireless 
receivers and associated access devices (for the technically 

minded, they use RF technology).

Just connect the it-Receive to your computer and you are ready to use an it-Roll 
rollerball, it-Stick joystick or control your switch software using the it-Switch. Each 
connects wirelessly - no wires from your devices to the computer. With a range of 
10m (32 feet) these can work from anywhere in the classroom - ideal for including 
everyone in an interactive lesson. Up to six separate input devices can be used at 

any one time using a single receiver.

For more information about the Simply Works Range visit 
www.inclusive.co.uk/simplyworks and view the demonstration video

WIRELESS
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it-Switch Large or Small

it-Receive - a wireless receiver and computer interface.
Simply plug the it-Receive into a USB socket and you can use 
up to six Simply Works devices on one computer.

4413 it-Send £59

4414 it-Send Pro £69

4412 it-Roll £119

4415 it-Stick £199

Big Beamer Twist

•  The Big Beamer wireless switch has a large 
125mm activation area. 

•  Four interchangeable tops included (red, 
green, yellow and blue).

•  Beamers are paired with their own receiver, so multiple 
devices can be used in the same room at the same time. 

•  Effective range up to 9 metres.
•  Transmitter and receiver require 2 x AA batteries each 

(included). Available with switch, latch and timer (SLAT).

4063 Big Beamer Twist £125 £100

4064 Big Beamer Twist with SLAT £165 £132

Jelly Beamer Twist

•  A wireless switch from AbleNet.
•  Simply plug the receiver into a switch adapted device 

(battery toy, electrical appliance or IntelliKeys).
•  Operate the device, wirelessly, from up to 9m away. You can 

use more than one without interference.
•  Now includes four interchangeable twist tops. Change from 

red to green to yellow to blue within seconds.
•  Transmitter and receiver each require 2 x AA batteries 

(included). Available with switch, latch and timer (SLAT).

4061 Jelly Beamer Twist £125 £100

4062 Jelly Beamer Twist with SLAT £165 £132

it-Send - plug any switch with a 3.5mm jack into the 
it-Send and use it with any of the Simply Works receivers 
(it-Receive, Smooth Talker, Click-On Plus, it-Control) to make 
your wired switch ‘wireless’. 10 metre operating range. 
Requires 2 x AAA batteries (included).

For computer access

it-Stick - 10 metre operating range.  Left/right click and
drag lock buttons.  Requires 9V PP3 battery (included).

Make your wired switches ‘wireless’

WIRELESS

4404 it-Receive £39

it-Send Pro - similar to the it-Send, but you can use up to 
six of your own wired switches. The it-Send Pro automatically 
sets up switch functions for you when used with it-Receive 
using the supplied software. You can also set your own 
custom settings. 10 metre operating range. Requires 2 x AA 
batteries (included).

WIRELESS WIRELESS

A wireless switch with a unique low, slanted 
profile. Gives good tactile feedback with no 
protruding base and can be operated with the 
slightest movement. 

You can pair this switch to the following:
 it-Receive - for computer access. Choose from a full range 
of options, e.g. spacebar, F7 and F8 keys or left mouse click, 
quickly and easily with the LED menu on the switch.

Smooth Talker - for two switch message options (page 16).

Click-On Plus - for mains device operation (page 47).

it-Control - for battery operated toy control (page 46).
•  Choice of red, blue, green or yellow. 
•  10 metre (32’) operating range.
•  Can be mounted using a standard mounting plate.
• Requires 2 x AAA batteries (included).

n/a it-Switch Large £55

n/a it-Switch Small £55

Please specify size and colour when ordering.
Available in red, yellow, green or blue.
Available in two sizes:
it-Switch Large - operating area 125mm.
it-Switch Small - operating area 75mm.
See www.inclusive.co.uk for product codes and starter packs.

it-Roll - a wireless rollerball ideal for those with motor skill 
difficulties. With an operating range in excess of 10 metres, it 
is ideal for use with groups or in the classroom to ensure that 
everyone can join in. Requires 9V PP3 battery (included).
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A lovely, smooth switch is in large and small sizes and four 
colours - red, green, blue and yellow. Based on our years of 
experience working with switch users, it has a low profile 
surface and is angled towards the learner to make it really 
easy for those with limited movement to press. 
• Large 125mm operating area.
• Small 75mm operating area.
• Low operating force. 
• With tactile feedback.
•  Easily mounted via standard fixing holes (large only).
See www.inclusive.co.uk for product codes.

n/a Smoothie Switch Large £25

4478 All 4 Large Smoothie Switches £95

5727 Mounting Plate for Large Smoothie £14

n/a Smoothie Switch Small £25

5726 All 4 Small Smoothie Switches £95
AbleNet Twist 
Switches
•  Now with 

interchangeable switch 
tops in red, blue, yellow 
and green.

•  Responsive across the 
entire surface.

•  Easily mounted with the flange base.
•  Complete with audible feedback.
•  Available in two sizes: Jelly Bean - 65mm and 

Big Red Twist - 125mm activation surface, 
with tactile and auditory feedback. 

Specs Switch
A small switch of 36mm diameter. 
Includes a standard flange base, a 
space saving flush base and a strap 
for mounting onto objects or your wrist.
Available in red, yellow, green, blue and black.
See www.inclusive.co.uk for details.

Smoothie Switch

4066 Jelly Bean Twist £30 £24

4065 Big Red Twist £30 £24

n/a Specs Switch £30 £24

2795 All 4 Spec Switches (not black) £115 £92

Buddy Button
•  A reliable, durable, colourful 

switch. 
• Auditory and tactile feedback. 
• Cable length: 1.4m.
•  Rubber foam base to prevent 

slipping and two threaded inserts for 
mounting.

• Small 63mm or Large 115mm.

3550 Buddy Button - Black              £35 £28

3551 Buddy Button - Blue              £35 £28

3552 Buddy Button - Green £35 £28

3555 Buddy Button - Red £35 £28

3557 Buddy Button - Yellow £35 £28

3547 BIG Buddy Button - Red £35 £28

3549 BIG Buddy Button - Yellow £35 £28

Candy Corn Proximity Sensor 
Switch             

The Candy Corn 3.5mm Proximity Sensor Switch is highly 
sensitive and requires zero pressure to activate. Just wave 
your hand or other part of your body within 10 millimetres 
of the switch to activate. Visual and auditory feedback when 
activated.
• Activation without physically touching the switch.
• Orange lights for visual cues.
• Beeping sound for auditory cues.
• Dimensions: 48mm x 51mm. 
• Includes CR2032 battery.

6123 Candy Corn Sensor Switch            £135 £108

4704 Buddy Button Mounting Plate         £29
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•  Twist the cap to adjust the 
operating pressure from light 
to firm.

•  The large version has a 127mm 
activation area and fits the Big 
Switch Mounting Plate (page 39).

•  A medium version is also available with a 64mm activation 
area. Fits the Jelly Bean Mounting Plate (page 39).

• Red, green, blue or yellow (please specify size and colour).

• Light touch activation.
•  Low profile - only 3mm thick yet rigid and durable.
•  Ideal for users distracted by clicks.
•  Red, green, blue, yellow and black (please specify size and 

colour required).

Adjustable Pressure Switch Pal Pad Switches

n/a Mini Pal Pad (51mm x 51mm) £30

n/a Small Pal Pad (64mm x 102mm) £33

n/a Large Pal Pad (114mm x 152mm) £36

n/a Medium Adjustable Pressure Switch £33

0949 All 4 Medium Switches £120

n/a Large Adjustable Pressure Switch £33

0570 All 4 Large Switches £120

Piko Buttons 
•  Extremely durable small button switches 

available in two sizes, 30 and 50.
• Piko Button 30 Size: 13mm x 29mm. 
• Piko Button 50 Size: 17mm x 49mm.
•  Sensitive response with just 0.8mm 

activation travel. 
• Auditory and tactile feedback. 
• Supplied with a standard 3.5mm jack and 1.5m cable. 
•  Choose from red, green, blue, yellow, orange, white, black, 

gold and silver. Piko 50 available in transparent.

See www.inclusive.co.uk for all product codes.

See www.inclusive.co.uk for all product codes.
•  Operated by the 

lightest touch 
anywhere on the 
upper surface. 

•  Auditory and 
tactile feedback.

•  Large, bright 
surface area. 

•  Easily mounted using Velcro® and Mobilia system.  
•  Available in black, red, blue, green or yellow (please specify 

colour required).
• Dome Switch size: 90mm x 175mm diameter.
• Disc Switch size: 25mm x 175mm diameter.

Dome and Disc Switches

n/a Dome Switch £59

n/a Disc Switch £59

Micro Light Switch 
•  A small, extremely pressure 

sensitive lever action switch.
• Tactile feedback.
• Audible feedback.

n/a Piko Button 30 £52

n/a Piko Button 50 £52

See www.inclusive.co.uk for all product codes.

See www.inclusive.co.uk for all product codes.

Introducing a new 
Lever Switch from 
Inclusive!
•  Low profile, lever 

action switch.
• Tactile feedback.
• Auditory feedback.
•  Simple sensitivity adjustment.
• Standard (grey) and waterproof (blue) versions.
• Supplied with primary coloured stickers.
• Dimensions: 40mm (W) x 74mm (D) x 9mm (H).

6316 Lever Switch Blue – Waterproof £45

6317 Lever Switch Grey – Standard £35

Lever Switch

1002 Micro Light Switch £50 £40

5114 Micro Light Switch Mounting Plate £31 £24.80
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5306 Chin Switch £95

FingerButton 30
•  Durable finger mounted switch.
 •  Ideal for individuals with minimal 

movement.
•  Extra sensitive with 0.8mm 

activation travel.
 •  Supplied with standard 3.5mm mono jack and 1.5m cable.

Mini Cup Switch

Ping Pong Switch

Grasp Switch

Tilt Switch

5280 FingerButton 30 £109

•  Very small switch for people 
with good targeting ability.

•  Comes with coloured stickers 
making it very useful for 
multiple switch applications.

•  Easily mounted using Velcro® 
etc.

•  Ideal for mounting as a head or chin switch 
and in applications where a discreet switch is an advantage.

• Tactile and audible feedback.

•  This innovative switch is light in action and ideal 
for individuals with minimal movement.

•  The unique ping pong ball construction gives 
clear auditory and tactile feedback.

•  Supplied with a versatile mounting system which 
consists of a gooseneck arm and super clamp, 
this switch is extremely easy to position.

• Ideal for use as a head switch.

5362 Ping Pong Switch Bundle £295

•  A single switch that 
can be held in the 
palm of the hand 
and actuated by 
squeezing the 25mm diameter rubber hand 
grip. 

• No tactile or audible feedback.

•  A very small and useful switch 
that comes with Velcro fitted 
and a Velstrap headband, 
making it easy to position on a 
child or adult’s head. 

•  The switch is operated by being tilted forwards or 
backwards through a few degrees, which makes it 
appropriate for users with very little movement.

• It can be used with any switch operated device.
• No tactile or audible feedback.

5138 Tilt Switch £47

Access Switch

n/a Access Switch Small £19

n/a Access Switch Medium £19

Please specify colour and size when ordering.

•  Built-in, screw-on switch cap; 
no more lost overlay caps!

•  Fitted with 1.4m of cable and a 
standard 3.5mm jack plug.

• Available in blue, green, red or yellow.
•  Small - 32mm x 11mm; overlays up to 1mm thick.
•  Medium - 65mm x 23mm; overlays up to 2mm thick.

Pillow Switch
Smooth and soft - suitable for 
head or cheek activation.
•  Operated by pressing the top 

covered foam surface.
•   The switch pad is made from 

closed cell foam to provide a comfortable 
surface for activation.

•  A safety pin and Velcro patch are attached 
to the back of the switch for secure fastening to a pillow, 
clothing or wheelchair cushion.

• Tactile and auditory feedback.
• 90mm x 25mm.

Chin Switch
An easy to position chin switch 
with an innovative necklace design. 
Activate this convenient single 
switch by simply moving your head. 
The Chin Switch can be positioned anywhere around the 
neck with plastic tubing that can be cut to fit. Multiple chin 
switches can be positioned around the same tube for users 
who need several access points.
•  Gives comfortable support to clients where chin movement 

is their reliable means of access.
• Tactile and auditory feedback.
• Size: 51mm x 18mm.

0960 Pillow Switch £75 £60

4778 Mini Cup Switch £45 £36

0999 Grasp Switch £129 £103.20
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Cling! Arm
Add a small rotating arm that can be fixed in 
any position within a half sphere range.
Switch mounting surface 90mm x 100mm.

Cling! Plate
Perfect for fixing switches and small 
devices in any flat position.
Switch mounting surface 90mm x 100mm.

Cling! Evaluation Kit
Includes the Plate and Arm, along with interchangeable 
surface plates for mounting a variety of devices.

Maxess Mounting System
•  Switches can be securely positioned and repositioned with 

these trays and mounts.
•  Mounts allow switches to be positioned at 55º or 85º. Hook 

and loop fixing pack for one switch included.
•  Wires are neatly tidied away.
•  Cushioned for comfort, the Switch Tray 

holds switches or mounts securely.
• Switch not included.

Maxess Switch Trays

Maxess Switch Mounts

Universal Switch Mountings
•  Fix switches to surfaces like table 

edges. Each extends to 51cm and 
holds up to 2kg.

•  We recommend the VFA version 
(pictured with the yellow switch) 
in most situations. Each requires 
a mounting plate (see below). 
Includes clamp. Switch not included.

Lightweight Switch 
Mounting
•  A lighter duty but less expensive mount. 

Includes clamp. Requires a mounting 
plate (see below). Switch not included.

0404 Magic Arm £119

0405 Variable Friction Arm (VFA) £119

0406 Lightweight Switch Mounting £69

Gooseneck Switch 
Mounting
•  Very heavy duty and stable. Includes 

clamp. Requires a mounting plate (see 
below). Switch not included.

0407 Gooseneck Switch Mounting £69

Mounting Plates0764 Switch Tray 540mm x 290mm £40

1527 Switch Tray 350mm x 350mm £35

1528 Switch Tray 240mm x 360mm £30

0765 Small Switch Mount £16

0766 Medium Switch Mount £18

0767 Large Switch Mount £21

0366 Rectangular Plate 203mm x 114mm £14

0367 Camera Mounting Bracket £12

Cling! mounts use powerful suction to 
produce a super-strong hold on any 
smooth flat surface. Cling! products 

include Velcro pads.

Splatz Switch Mount 
Non-slip switch holders. Unique 
mounts designed specifically for the 
Jelly Bean, Buddy Button and the 
AbleNet Big Switch. Versatile, fun and 
ideal to use on a table or wheelchair 
tray. Keeps your switches in place 
whilst enabling improved access. Totally portable and 
washable too. Choose from blue, red, green or yellow.

n/a Splatz Switch Mount (Jelly and Buddy) £19

n/a Splatz Switch Mount (BIG Switch) £25

5215 Cling! Plate £34 £27.20

5095 Cling! Arm £89 £71.20

5356 Cling! Evaluation Kit £115 £92

0364 Big Switch Mounting Plate £16 £12.80

0130 Jelly Bean Mounting Plate £16 £12.80

0129 Specs Switch/Ribbon Mounting Plate £16 £12.80

6693 Universal Mounting Plate £32 £25.60
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A simple, light and economic way to position switches and 
other lightweight devices. The Flexzi is a single strand of 
flexible plastic segments which allows perfect positioning 
for smaller items such as switches, mobile phones and small 
communication aids.
The Flexzi is easy to position at any angle and in a wide 
variety of shapes.
•  Available with a Velcro top and a choice of a Velcro (black 

only) or Super Clamp Base (all colours).
•  Plus a Universal option which enables the connection of 

any standard Mounting Plate (see page 39).
• Three colours to choose from – black, green or pink.
• Easily attached to a chair, table or tray.
•  Wires can often be threaded through the tubing on the 

Velcro base model.

Available in three lengths
•  Small - 15cm with weight bearing capacity of 2.5kg to 

3.2kg.
•  Medium - 30cm with weight bearing capacity of 0.78kg to 

0.95kg.
•  Large - 45cm with weight bearing capacity of 0.42kg to 

0.68kg.
Please note: the capacity depends on the angle of the Flexzi. 
The more upright it is, the greater the weight it can hold. 
Switch not included.

4992 Clamp Base Large – Black £85

4993 Clamp Base Medium – Black £75

4994 Clamp Base Small – Black £65

4995 Velcro Base Large – Black £75

4996 Velcro Base Medium – Black £65

4997 Velcro Base Small – Black £55

6740 Clamp Base Large – Green £85

6741 Clamp Base Medium – Green £75

6742 Clamp Base Small – Green £65

6743 Clamp Base Large – Pink £85

6744 Clamp Base Medium – Pink £75

6745 Clamp Base Small – Pink £65

See www.inclusive.co.uk for more options.

Flexzi Switch Mounts 

Bamboo Switch 
Single

n/a Bamboo Switch Solution Single £149

Best for mounting your switch close to 
you on a table or wheelchair. Contains 
a switch mounting bracket, one 250mm 
tube, joints and a super clamp. Please 
specify the type of switch you would like 
to mount when ordering. 
Switch not included. 

Bamboo Switch 
Double
Double tube solution contains 
switch mounting bracket, 2 x 
250mm tubes, joints and a super 
clamp. Please specify the type of 
switch you would like to mount 
when ordering.
Switch not included. 

n/a Bamboo Switch Solution Double £199

n/a Bamboo Switch Solution Triple £259

Bamboo 
Switch Triple 
Triple tube solution contains switch 
mounting bracket, 2 x 250mm tubes, a 
150mm tube, joints and a super clamp. 
Please specify the type of switch you 
would like to mount when ordering. 
Switch not included. 

by

Choose from three pre-configured 
Bamboo mounting solutions for 
your switch or use our Virtual 

Mounting Service to create your 
own bespoke solution!

See www.inclusive.co.uk or 
telephone 01457 819790.
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Inclusive Simple Switch Box
•  An inexpensive interface ideal 

for use with Inclusive’s switch 
software, such as the SwitchIt! 
and Maker series. 

•  Easy to use - simply connect 
to a USB port on your 
computer and plug in one or 
two switches. 

•  Two jack sockets allow switch presses to send space and 
enter, allowing you to operate any software controlled by 
these keys. It cannot be used with programs that require 
other switch inputs. Please contact us if you require further 
information.

Inclusive Multiswitch 2
The Inclusive 
Multiswitch 2 
is an intelligent 
switch interface 
that automatically 
detects the program 
you are loading and 
sets up the switches 
for you.

3208 Inclusive Simple Switch Box £39

5685 Inclusive Multiswitch 2 USB £74

5686 Inclusive Multiswitch 2 USB (5 pack) £349

Digital Camera with switch interface

•  Digital camera 
supplied with 
an innovative 
USB switch 
interface.

•  Simply connect 
and use straight 
out of the box!

•  Single switch 
activation 
automatically focuses and takes images.

•   Camera features: 10MP, 3x3 optical zoom, 2.5 inch LCD 
screen. Interface includes standard 3.5mm switch socket.

•  Switch not included. Please note: camera colour may vary 
from that illustrated.

4998 Switch Adapted Digital Camera £225

•  Use with up to six switches.
•  Automatic update of software database when on the 

Internet.
•  Create your own switch profiles with mouse clicks, key 

presses or application actions (such as print or save) to 
access non-switch software.

•  Can also be used to enable switch access to mouse 
movement, with four built-in cursor speed settings.

• Supplied with switch control software.
• Windows and Macintosh compatible.

Crick USB Switch Interface 
This clever and reliable USB switch 
interface works with almost all switch 
accessible software on Windows and 
Macintosh computers. This interface 
sets itself up for the application you 
are using. It comes with USBKeys2 
software that can detect the application you are using and 
set up your switches for the appropriate key presses or 
mouse clicks. USB lead included. Requires Windows 98 and 
above/Mac OS 9 or X, and a USB port.

0994 Crick USB Switch Interface £99

Little Listener 

6303 Little Listener - Red £83

6304 Little Listener - Orange £83

6305 Little Listener - Yellow £83

6306 Little Listener - Green £83

6307 Little Listener - Blue £83

6308 Little Listener - Purple £83

The Little Listener is 
a robust, hand held, 
loud speaking MP3 
player which is switch 
accessible! It provides an 
easy way for learners to 
listen out loud to their 
favourite audio stories, 
songs and games, both 
indoors and outdoors. 
It has built-in rechargeable, replaceable batteries, a built-in 
microphone for recording and switch accessibility. 
•  A site licence for StoryPhones software with easy to use 

settings is included. 

•  Supplied with a range of audio stories and songs from 
many of the publishers who feature in the unique 
StoryPhones MP3 download store. 

•  Available in six different colours: green, orange, purple, 
blue, yellow or red.

•  Two years warranty as standard.
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This Little Piggy

SimbaThumper

Press the switch to hear This Little Piggy say 
a different line from the popular 
nursery rhyme and wiggle his arms.
•  Pressing his foot also turns him on 

and off.
•  Use any 3.5mm switch (not 

included).
• 3 x AA batteries included.

6535 This Little Piggy £50

Thomas Bear Old McDonald 
sings Old McDonald Had A 
Farm. He does a little dance 
while singing. 
•  Pressing his paw turns him 

on and off. 
•  Use any 3.5mm switch (not 

included). 
• 3 x AA batteries included.

Thomas Bear Old McDonald

6170 Thomas Bear Old McDonald £50

6737 Thumper from Bambi £45 6735 Simba from the Lion King £45

Patch Baloo

Simba is a Disney 
themed toy from The 
Lion King film. Pressing 
the switch makes his 
mouth open and close 
when he speaks his 
twenty fun phrases. His 
ears flap as he talks and 
roars.
• Pressing his foot also turns him on and off.
• Use any 3.5mm switch (not included).
• 3 x AAA batteries included.

Thumper is a Disney 
themed toy from the 
Bambi film. Pressing the 
switch makes Thumper 
thump his foot and say 
his phrases.
•  Pressing his foot also 

turns him on and off.
•  Use any 3.5mm 

switch (not included).
•  3 x AAA batteries 

included.

6736 Patch from 101 Dalmatians £45

Patch is a Disney 
themed toy from the 
101 Dalmatians film.  
Pressing the switch 
makes Patch flap his 
ears and say twenty 
fun phrases.
•  Pressing his foot also 

turns him on and off.
• Use any 3.5mm switch (not included).
• 3 x AAA batteries included.

6757 Baloo from the Jungle Book £50

Choose from a wide variety of engaging, colourful, moving, noisy 
and cuddly range of switch adapted toys to entertain and delight!

Baloo is a Disney themed toy 
from the Jungle Book film. 
Pressing the switch makes 
him dance, sing , sway and 
scratch his back while he says 
his eight fun phrases.
•  Pressing his foot also turns 

him on and off.
•  Use any 3.5mm switch (not 

included).
• 3 x AA batteries included.
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Arnold the Snoring Pig

Cassy
Cassy sings “Come On Get Happy”. Her 
mouth moves with the music and she 
rocks her feet back and forth. Pressing 
her paw turns her on and off. 
•  Accepts 3.5mm switch (not 

included).
• 3 x AA batteries included.

Droopy the Snoring Dog
Pressing the switch makes Droopy 
snore and wag his tail, and his body 
and mouth move as he breathes in 
and out.  Pressing his foot also turns 
him on and off.
• Accepts 3.5mm switch (not included).
• 3 x AA batteries included.

Switches are not included with any 
of the toys - see page 36

Press the switch to make Arnold snore. His 
ears, mouth and body move. Pressing his 
foot also turns him on and off.
•  Accepts a 3.5mm switch (not included). 
• 3 x AA batteries included.

Roaring Rex
Pressing the switch makes Rex roar and 
tell jokes. His head moves from side to 
side and his mouth opens and closes 
as he roars and talks.
Pressing his foot turns him on and off. 
•  Accepts 3.5mm switch (not included).
• 3 x AA batteries are included.

Peek-a-Boo Bear
Pressing the switch will engage the 
child in a game of peek-a-boo as 
the bear lifts and hides behind the 
blanket saying ‘You can’t see me’ 
and ‘Where am I’, before pulling the 
blanket down and saying ‘Here I am’.
•  Accepts a 3.5mm switch (not 

included).
• 3 x AA batteries included.

Snoring Bear
Snoring daddy bear is 
sleeping, but little bear 
has other ideas and wants 
attention. As big bear 
snores, his tummy expands 
and contracts, making little bear laugh. Each dialogue and 
action occurs after a switch press.
•  Accepts 3.5mm switch (not included).
• 3 x AA batteries included.

Percy Pig
•  Watch Percy walk along and wiggle 

his nose and tail to a lovable grunting 
sound. 

•  Accepts 3.5mm switch (not included). 
• Requires 2 x AA batteries included.

Robbie Rabbit 
•  Robbie Rabbit hops along then sits, raises 

his ears and squeaks. 
•  Accepts a 3.5mm switch (not included). 
•  Requires 2 x AA batteries (included).

Lucy the Dog

Dotty Dalmatian

•  Lucy the Dog walks forwards, sits down, 
barks and performs a back flip. 

•  Accepts any 3.5mm switch (not 
included). 

•  Requires 2 x AA batteries included.

•  Dotty Dalmatian walks forwards, sits 
down, barks and performs a back flip.

•  Accepts any 3.5mm switch (not 
included). 

•  Requires 2 x AA batteries included.

3683 Robbie Rabbit £25

3897 Lucy the Dog £25

3681 Percy Pig £25

3682 Dotty Dalmatian £25

5694 Snoring Bear £50

5485 Roaring Rex £50

3898 Cassy £50

4217 Droopy the Snoring Dog £50

5208 Peek-a-Boo Bear £50

3572 Arnold the Snoring Pig £50
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Bongo Drums

ELC Gears and Cogs

Watch as the penguins are hoisted 
up the ski lift ladder, then slide 
quickly down the winding slope 
before they do it all over again. 
Releasing the switch lets the 
penguins stop for a breather. 
Height is approximately 14”/36cm. 
Contains small parts so may 
not be suitable for all learners. Use a 3.5mm switch (not 
included). Requires 1 x D battery (included).

Penguin Racer

5781 Penguin Racer £34

The two large yellow 
buttons are switch 
accessible using any 
3.5mm switch. Simply 
connect a single switch to 
either of the two sockets 
mounted on the front of 
the toys and move the 
slider to select the play mode. ELC Gears and Cogs plays a 
well known tune after each switch press, combined with a 
multi-coloured light sequence. Each tune and light show lasts 
for around 15 to 20 seconds and altogether there are fifteen 
melodies to enjoy. In lights, sounds and movement mode, 
the toy can be made to spin the gears and cogs. Use a 3.5mm 
switch (not included). 3 x AA batteries (included).

5779 ELC Gears and Cogs £44

Touch the drum pads for sounds 
and lights. Twist the discs to vary 
the pitch and create a new sound. 
Use the six sound buttons for 
quirky sound and light effects. 
Connect any 3.5mm switch and play one of four 
samba melodies with each switch press. Attach 
the microphone and sing along or record and 
play back. Use a 3.5mm switch (not included). 
Requires 4 x AA batteries (included).

5780 Bongo Drums £48

Henry the Hoover

6207 Switch Adapted Henry the Hoover £48

A realistic scaled down 
model of the multi purpose 
Henry vacuum cleaner in 
red and black with a switch 
adapted hoover suction 
function. Ideal for role play 
activities.
•  Use a standard 3.5mm switch (not included) to activate the 

hoover suction.
•  All accessories fit neatly inside including nozzles and a small 

dustpan and brush.
•  Cord reels in like the real thing. Debris collects in removable 

drawer.
•  The hoover activates for as long as the switch is pressed.
• Requires 4 x C batteries (included).

Remote 
Controlled 
Inflatable R2D2

6201 Remote Controlled Inflatable R2D2 £86

Entertain and delight with this 
well known jumbo sized remote 
controlled inflatable toy! The 
remote control has been fully 
switch adapted - you can move R2D2 forwards, 
backwards, left and right and even make him 
do a 360 degree spin!
• Use any standard 3.5mm switch (not included).
•  R2D2 comes complete with a foot pump, switch adapted 

remote control, RC drive unit and inflatable R2D2 body.
•  R2D2 requires 4 x AA batteries and 1 x 9V battery 

(included).

Ka-Pow! Ninja Dragon
Pressing a switch 
makes Ka-Pow! 
Ninja Dragon say 
fun phrases and do 
karate chops! Watch 
his fire breathing 
nostrils light up 
bright! (not actual 
fire!). Entertain and 
delight with this 
karate chopping and 
fire breathing ninja 
dragon.

• Use any standard 3.5mm switch (not included).
• Pressing the switch in his foot also turns him on and off.
• 3 x AA batteries are included.

6471 Ka-Pow Ninja Dragon £50
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Freddy Fish Bubble 
Machine
Simply connect any standard 
3.5mm switch (not included) to the 
socket and press to produce lots 
and lots of bubble fun!
• Two switch modes – latched and momentary.
• One bottle of bubble solution included.
• 6 x AA batteries included.

6368 Freddy Fish Bubble Machine £44

6171 TOLO First Friends Car (Blue) £47

6172 TOLO First Friends Car and Pony (Purple) £57

4832 TOLO Tractor Set £93

4833 TOLO Safari Set £93

4834 TOLO Construction Set £93

TOLO Switch Adapted Vehicles
Simply connect your 3.5mm switch to the controller and you 
can control your toy with single switch presses. Press once 
and the toy will start, with fun sound effects and lights. It will 
travel for a set distance then stop, with more sound effects. 
The wireless controller has an image of the toy it works with 
on it for easy identification. Switches are not included.

TOLO Construction Set 

TOLO Tractor Set          

TOLO Safari Set             

Includes tractor, driver, trailer 
and cow. Dimensions: 33.5cm 
x 14.5cm x 17cm. 
3 x AA batteries (included). 

Includes safari truck, driver 
and tiger. Dimensions: 26cm 
x 14cm x 17cm. 3 x AA 
batteries (included). 

Includes digger and driver. 
Dimensions: 24cm x 14cm 
x 17cm. 3 x AA batteries 
(included). 

Thomas the Tank 
Engine

Thomas is 
controlled by a 
very easy to use, 
two button infra-
red remote control, 
which has been 

4782 Thomas the Tank Engine £42

TOLO First Friends Car
Includes car and driver. 
Dimensions: 26cm x 14cm x 17cm. 
3 x AA batteries (included). 

TOLO First Friends Car and Pony

Includes car, driver, trailer 
and pony. 
Dimensions: 26cm x 14cm 
x 17cm. 3 x AA batteries 
(included). 

TOLO Train Set
An ideal cause 
and effect toy 
with great 
auditory and 
visual feedback. 
Pressing an 
external switch 

4764 TOLO Train Set £143

adapted to use two standard switches as well as the remote’s 
own buttons.
Pressing one switch or button will cause him to turn on the 
spot - let go when he is facing the required direction. Pressing 
the other will cause him to set off in the direction chosen. (NB 
- the user needs to hold the switch or button down to have 
full control.) Switches not included.
• Ideal for developing two switch skills.
•  Great sound and light effects make Thomas easy to track. 
•  Good sized wheels - can run on most surfaces.
• Measures 17cm x 12cm x 9.5cm. 
• 3 x AA batteries (included).
• Controller requires 2 x AA batteries (included).

(not included) connected to the infra-red wireless control 
box, will make the train chug around the track whilst tooting 
its horn and flashing its light. Can be used with toy control 
boxes and to extend the range of control options to provide 
timed and latched options. 1 x PP3 and 3 x AA batteries are 
supplied.
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Hotpoint Washing Machine

A realistic scaled down model of a Hotpoint washing 
machine. Ideal for role play activities. Complete with opening 
door, soap powder drawer, washing basket and soap powder 
carton.
•  Push buttons control fill, wash and spin options. Red on/off 

light, realistic water filling sound and turning drum.
•  Fitted with 3.5 mm jack socket to use a switch to start (wash 

function only).
• Dimensions: H30cm x D22cm x W20cm.
• 3 x C batteries included.
Switches are not included.

De Longhi Microwave

Specially adapted to allow switch operation. Plug a switch 
into the 3.5mm jack socket and press to start or use front 
panel controls. Realistic rotating turntable with interior light, 
noises and flashing coloured display.
•  “Cooks” for 30 seconds after a switch press, including a 

pause at 15 seconds.
•  Comes with a selection of plastic “food” - cook a chicken for 

the class!
• Dimensions: H17cm x W30cm x D18 cm.
• 3 x AA batteries included.
Switches are not included.

Battery Switch Adaptors
Adapt any battery operated 
toy or device for switch 
operation.

0083 AA Battery Adaptor £9

0084 C/D Battery Adaptor £9

AbleNet Toy Control Timers

Single SLAT                     
•  Timed mode: the device stays on for 1 to 60 seconds with 

one activation.
•  Latch mode: one switch press turns the appliance on; the 

next turns it off.

Choice SLAT
•  Turn on one of two devices in a choice making activity. One 

user, two switch inputs.

Dual SLAT
•  As the Choice SLAT, but this time two switch users can 

control their own toy or appliance.

0132 Single SLAT £75 £60

0131 Choice SLAT £95 £76

0133 Dual SLAT £85 £68

it-Control

4417 it-Control £65

4416 it-Control Lite £49

4418 it-Control Pro £119

A compact controller and 
receiver. Small enough to fasten 
on to an adapted toy or other 
battery device, and connected 
using the cable supplied. It can 
then be paired with an it-Switch 
to give wireless operation. Give 
your battery toys the freedom to 
roam (batteries included).

See www.inclusive.co.uk for full details and Starter Packs.

4485 De Longhi Microwave £48

4483 Hotpoint Washing Machine £48
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Inclusive Click-On

The Inclusive Click-On offers all the options you expect from 
a mains controller and more. Our fully electronic controls give 
more features and greater accuracy than other devices. With 
two fully independent channels, it can operate two mains 
devices simultaneously using the same settings.
With easy touch controls and clear indicator lights, it is simple 
to choose the desired functions. 

A fully 
featured mains 
controller 
from Inclusive 
Technology. 

PowerLink 4

This control unit allows switch users to control up to two 
electrical appliances with single switches. Six unique modes 
of control allow you to define exactly how, and for how long, 
appliances will be turned on. Accepts any single switch.

Features:
• Easy setup with built-in display and a simple new design.
• Six modes of control.
• Accurate programming and data collection.

•  Flexible outlets allow custom positioning of up to two 
appliances activating independently.

•  Linkable™ wireless technology for use with multiple Big or 
Jelly Beamer switches.

• Two switch input jacks.

Modes of control:
• Direct: behaves like a traditional switch.
•  Count: behaves like direct but shows the number of 

activations.
•  Two switch: behaves like Direct; both switches must be 

activated.
• Timed seconds: runs the appliance from 1 to 99 seconds.
• Timed minutes: runs the appliance from 1 to 99 minutes.
•  Latch: the first activation turns the appliance on and a 

second activation turns it off.

3584 Inclusive Click-On £129

4240 Inclsuive Click-On (5 pack) £612

There are different control methods:
•  Direct - the device operates as long as the switch is held 

down.
•  Latching - press the switch to turn on, press again to turn 

off.
•  Timed seconds - set for seconds and choose the desired 

operating time: 5, 10 or 15 seconds etc. 
• Timed minutes - set and choose the time. 

Inclusive Click-On has these great features: 
•  Cooperation - connect two switches. Both need to be 

pressed at the same time to switch on the device. 
•  Two switch on/off - connect two switches. Press one to turn 

the device on and the other to turn it off. A simple, easy to 
grasp concept that is ideal for introducing two switch skills. 

4765 PowerLink 4 £179 £143.20

Part of the 
Simply 
Works 
Range.

Adds the benefits of wireless control to all the features of 
the Click-On. The it-Click-On Plus has a built-in Simply Works 
wireless receiver, allowing it to be controlled by Inclusive’s 
it-Switch, as well as having two sockets for use with wired 
switches. Two mains sockets allow two devices to be 
controlled at the same time using the chosen mode settings.
Has direct, latching, timed, two switch on/off and two switch 

4944 it-Click-On Plus £159

4945 it-Click-On Plus (5 pack) £755

it-Click-On Plus cooperative settings using wireless and wired switches 
singularly or in a combination.
•  Single switch operation in direct, latched, timed minutes 

and timed seconds modes. Two switch control in 
cooperative and on/off modes.

• Two 220V, 50Hz sockets.
• Two 3.5mm switch input sockets.
• Operates wirelessly with it-Switch at up to 10 metres away.
•  Operates with wired or wireless switches, or a combination 

of both.
•  LED display for pairing with an it-Switch and selecting 

control modes and time settings.
•  On-board memory retains the previous mode and time 

settings even after power off.
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Plasma Ball 
•  Place your hand on the 

plasma ball and see 
its shape light up and 
attract a spiral of light.
Run your finger across 
the ball and watch the 
spiral of light follow. 

•  Operates on 240V 
transformed to 12V. 

• 150mm diameter. 
• Not for use with the Click-On.
• Adult supervision required - contains glass parts.

Super Disco Mushroom Ball

Giant mushroom disco 
light which shoots beams 
of light in all directions. 
Spins 360 degrees on 
a vertical axis. 30cm in 
diameter.

Super Mirror Ball

A rotating 12cm mirror 
ball that shoots ultra 
bright, multi-coloured 
beams of light in all 
directions.

3589 Plasma Ball £25

4391 Super Disco Mushroom Ball £37

4392 Super Mirror Ball £25

Super Disco Ball

A colourful disco light 
which simultaneously 
rotates vertically and spins 
horizontally, shooting 
beams of light in all 
directions.

4390 Super Disco Ball £32

Our sensory toys are 
spinning, flashing, 

bright and colourful 
mains devices for use 

with the it-Click-On Plus, 
Inclusive Click-On and 

PowerLink 4.
See page 47

Strong colour-changing 
LEDs shine through the 
vortex of water making this 
a stunning mood light. 
Operates on 240v 
transformed to 12v.
Size: 270mm high

6747 Mini Vortex Water Lamp £22

Mini Vortex
Water Lamp
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•  Record voices and sounds on 
the move with this easy to 
use MP3 recorder. 

•  128MB memory that can 
record up to 2 hours high 
quality sound. 

•  Includes Audacity music 
editing software. 

•  Play back remotely or 
download WAV/MP3 files to 
a PC via USB connection.

• Built-in rechargeable battery.

Easi-Speak Sound Recorder 

•  A high quality CD 
player with built-
in connections 
for six separate 
headphones. 
Groups of children can listen to music and stories without 
interruption. No more messy splitters!

• The high power speakers make it ideal for class activities.
• CD, CD-R and CD-RW formats plus built-in AM/FM radio.
•  Uses 8 x C type batteries (included) or mains adaptor 

(supplied).

Easi-Speak Pro 
•  Single touch record and simple playback 

(WAV or MP3). 
•  Integrated USB and rechargeable lithium 

battery.
• Dual headphone sockets. 
• Handy belt clip to attach to clothing.
•  LCD screen with a fully integrated menu 

system shows the track number playing, 
battery life, memory status and recording format.

3393 Easi-Speak Sound Recorder Yellow £39

3685 Easi-Speak Sound Recorder Black £39

4335 Easi-Speak Identifier Trims (pack of 5) £5

4336 Mains Charging Hub (5 ports) £12

5691 Docking Station for 6 Easi-Speaks                                  £22

4337 Easi-Speak Pro £49

4338 Easi-Speak Pro (5 pack) £230

4339 Easi-Speak Pro (10 pack) £450

Easi-Listener 

3598 Easi-Listener £59

3599 Easi-Listener with 6 Headphones £79

5690 Rainbow Easi-Speak Sound Recorders £239

Easi-Speaks are 
now available as a 
colourful pack of 6! 
The Rainbow 
Easi-Speaks are 
fully rechargeable 
through the 
docking station, 

Rainbow Easi-Speak Sound 
Recorder Pack

Easi-Ears Wireless Headphones

5689 Easi-Ears Wireless Digital Audio System    £379

•  Easi-Ears, a digital audio system, allows a group to listen 
together on wireless headphones anywhere in the 
classroom, or even outdoors. 

•  No need to be connected to a computer or a CD player and 
certainly no messy wires!  

•  Download MP3 content from your PC through the docking 
station onto each pair of headphones. 

•  Children can then play, pause, or move between tracks 
using the controls on their headsets. 

•  Teachers can also select which track children are listening 
to using the remote control unit. 

•  Each pair of headphones is fully rechargeable through the 
docking station (battery life approx. 8 hours) and contains 
its own controls for volume.

•  If the headphones are removed before the track has 
finished, the track will pause and only resume when put 
back on. 

• Robust and fully adjustable with a twistable headband. 
•  The full set of Easi-Ears includes a set of six different 

coloured headphones, remote control unit, docking station 
for recharging and software.

which means they can now be charged from the mains rather 
than your computer - no need for numerous PCs and messy 
trailing wires to USB hubs. Includes docking station.
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StoryPhones System

5882 StoryPhones 4 way system £495

5883 StoryPhones 6 way system £595

StoryPhones is a set of six MP3 player headsets, a loud 
speaking MP3 player with microphone and a USB base unit. 
Headsets are wire free, robust, easy to use and rechargeable. 
Users can play/pause, adjust the volume and move through 
the different tracks. 
•  Headsets are designed to twist and bend and stand up to 

constant use. 
•  Headsets are supplied with a range of audio stories and 

songs from many of the publishers who feature in the 
unique StoryPhones MP3 download store.

•  Each player, including the remote console, can be set up to 
play a different set of tracks. 

•  Remote control feature for group listening - great for child 
and adult led activities. 

•  Includes StoryPhones BookShelf software with media play, 
file storage, audio management, play list creation, tag 
editing, children's mode, training videos and help file. 

• Download the same track to multiple headsets. 

Easi-Headphones

Mini Mobile Phones
Styled like smart-phones for realistic role play with a built 
in record function and bright colours. Up to three pairs of 
children can speak to each other simultaneously, each having 
their own conversation without the need to select different 
channels. 
•  Simple to use, they are ideal for outdoor play or even used 

from room to room. Colour co-ordinated buttons make 
‘dialling’ easy. 

•    Simply press the button that corresponds to the phone you 
want to call. 

•  Children can talk together naturally and enjoy real 
conversation without pressing extra buttons to talk or 
listen. 6623 Mini Mobile Phones £99

•  Easi-Headphones 
are robust 
and designed 
especially for 
education.

•  The replaceable 
ear cushions 
have been 
designed to 
cover the whole ear to minimise outside noise and to 
increase comfort.

•  Robust with a quick release cable which can be replaced if 
it becomes damaged.

•  The connection at the end of the cable is a 3.5mm jack 
plug. Cable length is 1.2m.

6622 Easi-Headphones £14

Easi-USB Headset

6706 Easi-USB Headset £19

•  Supplied with docking station which will charge your 
phones in 4 hours (from flat), enabling continuous use for 
up to 6 hours.

•  3.5mm switch (not included) control for up to two switch 
devices. Headsets can be bought separately, see 

   www.inclusive.co.uk

Easi-USB Headsets are 
robust and adjustable 
headphones with a 
built-in microphone and 
designed for classroom 
use.
•  Plug the cable straight 

into the USB port of your PC or Laptop.
•  Ideal for when children need to do voice recording work 

individually.
•  Replaceable ear cushions cover the whole ear to minimise 

outside noise and to increase comfort. 
•  Quick release cable means that the cable can be replaced if 

it becomes damaged.
• Cable length 1.2m.
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Hue Animation Studio

The Skoog

Make your own stop-
motion videos using Hue 
Animation Studio.
Involve a whole class in 
planning your movie and 
making props and models 
and then sharing the 
finished production.
Included in the package 
is the Hue HD webcam, 
which is a flexible plug and play camera with built-in 
microphone. The innovative and versatile design of the 
camera allows limitless positioning options perfect for filming 
your animated movie, offering superb video quality. Simply 
plug it straight into a computer or use extension cable and 
weighted base for easy positioning.

Features
•  Play back your movie at any time.
•  Record sound effects, or import your own music and audio.
• Add text, credits and special effects.
• Copy, duplicate and delete animation frames.
• Easy to install and use.
• Integrated microphone.
• Still image capture.
•  Webcam available in a choice of six colours: red, green, 

blue, pink, white or black.
• LED indicators (ready, on).
See www.inclusive.co.uk for system requirements.

n/a Hue Animation Studio with Camera £50

See www.inclusive.co.uk for product codes.

The Skoog is a musical instrument for children 
of all ages and abilities. 

Expressive, tactile and intuitive, The Skoog is a universally 
accessible platform for creating and exploring musical sound.
It uses state-of-the-art software to deliver the quality and 
expressive character of real musical instruments. Flexible and 
simple to use, it offers not only the opportunity for learning, 
creativity and expressive musicianship, but also a fun and 
engaging audio resource.
The Skoog package contains one multi-touch sensor, 
one software CD and comes complete with ten fantastic 
instruments. Simply install the software on your computer, 
connect your loudspeakers and connect your Skoog to the 
USB port and you are ready to play.

Music for everyone
The Skoog puts you in full control of the sound. Fully 
adjustable sensitivity and skill settings mean that even an 
absolute novice can play like a pro. 
With the option to create custom user profiles (tailored 
to suit each individual), the software is really easy to use. 4926 The Skoog £540

Skoogmusic’s unique 
Musical Play Technology 
also allows you to 
use the Skoog to gain 
expressive control over 
any prerecorded sample 
or loop. It can encourage 
children to sing or 
experiment with other 
sounds.

Features
•  Robust and wipe clean.
•  Five adjustable touch 

sensitive surfaces.
•  A range of instruments: woodwind, brass, string and 

percussion.
• Quick start presets.
• Custom user profiles.
• Use traditional scales or create your own.
• Software included.

TTS HD Video and Digital 
Camera 

6707 TTS HD Video and Digital Camera £59

Robust design, simple download function, flip-out USB and 
HD quality recording. Ideal for teacher or pupils. A brilliant 
resource solution for every classroom!
• Clear and easy to use buttons.
• 2” LCD display.
• 5.0 megapixels.
• High Definition.
• Fitted with 4GB SD Card.
• 4x digital zoom.
• Mini HDMI Cable.
• Still camera, video recorder and playback.
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1. Choose your template 2. Add your pictures 3. Print it out

5735 Windows CD-Rom 20-49 Licences each £109

5736 Windows CD-Rom 50+ Licences each £99

5731 Windows CD-Rom Home User £79

5730 Windows CD-Rom 1-4 Licences each £169

5733 Windows CD-Rom 5-9 Licences each £129

5734 Windows CD-Rom 10-19 Licences each £119

Matrix Maker Plus has been specifically designed to be the simplest and most affordable software for 
making communication overlays and educational resources. With an easy to use intuitive interface, 

you can start creating and printing straight away with no need for training.

symbols-signs-pictures-overlays

Making symbol and picture resources is now as easy as 1, 2, 3

You can add pictures from either the 
IT Media Library, the Internet, your 

own pictures from your computer or 
take a picture with your webcam.

Once have added your pictures and 
text to your template, it is now ready 

to be printed out.
It’s as simple as that!

Matrix Maker Plus has a huge bank of 
ready-made templates ranging from 
switch and communication device 
templates, worksheets and more.

SymbolStix SymbolsWidgit Symbols
Over 11,000 
symbols 

The ever 
expanding Widgit 
Symbol Set has 
been developed 
over the past 
25 years and now contains more 
than 11,000 symbols, which cover 
an English vocabulary of over 40,000 
words.

Originally designed 
and developed 
by News-2-You, 
SymbolStix depicts 
people as lively 
stick figures with no gender, age or 
culturally specific attributes, so that 
learners can focus on the concepts 
without being distracted by detail.

IT Pictures

IT pictures 
contains 
pictures, 
symbols and 
illustrations 
ready to use in Matrix Maker Plus. 
Each image is clear and concise and is 
supported by strong black outlines for 
clearer definition.

Over 3,000 
pictures 

Download a free Matrix Maker Plus trial now!
Visit www.inclusive.co.uk/matrixmaker

Matrix Maker Plus also includes:

Over 13,000 
symbols
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Communicate: SymWriter is a symbol supported 
word processor. Writers of any age or ability can 
use Widgit Symbols to see the meaning of words as 
they type, supporting access to new or challenging 
vocabulary.

On-screen grids allow selection of text, symbols and pictures 
to assist writing. The simple grid designer enables quick 
editing or creation of content.

Subtle assistance
Built-in aids, such as spell checking with symbols, help 
choose the correct word. Speech support can read out a 
letter, word or sentence, so that documents can be reviewed 
by listening rather than reading. 

Smart symbolising
Smart symbolising suggests symbols based on part of speech 
for more accurate symbolisation.

Simple and intuitive
An intuitive word processor enables quick and easy sharing 
of accessible information through letters, lists, stories and 
notes. Seeing the meaning of words as you write ensures that 
support can be adjusted to meet a wide range of situations.

Writing with grids
Edit and personalise ready made environments and 
templates or start from scratch. Navigate grids with a mouse, 
touch screen or switch.

SymWriter features
• The Widgit Symbol Set in colour and black & white.
• Speech support.
•  Drag and drop additional graphics from thumbnail 

previews.
• Spell checking with symbols.
• Smart symbolising based on parts of speech.
• Adjustable text and symbol size.
• Shows symbol choices, even in text mode.
• Import graphics to support specific words.
• Easy creation of grids for writing.
•  Full access for one or two switches and switch scanning
•  Includes the 11,000+ Widgit Symbol Set, with access to free 

updates.

Communicate: In Print 2
Make symbol 
supported printed 
materials.
A desktop publishing 
program for creating 
printed symbol 
supported resources for 
school, home, business 
or the community.
Includes the facility to make board type layouts. The symbols, 
along with powerful features and freedom of layout, help to 
create materials that have a professional look.

Great for making custom books
Communicate: In Print 2 includes a collection of templates and 
resources that you can use to quickly produce whatever you 
need.

Personalise your documents
•  Drag and drop pictures onto individual words to 

personalise their meaning. These images will automatically 
be stored within the document for moving to other 
machines, making sharing effortless. 

•  Includes the 11,000+ Widgit Symbol Set, with access to free 
updates.

Communicate: SymWriter V2
On-screen writing with grids and symbols.

1703 Windows CD-Rom £99

1704 5 user copy £249

1705 10 user copy £349

6339 Windows CD-Rom £149

6340 5 user licence £349

6341 10 user licence £499

Communicate: By Choice

1844 Windows CD-Rom £49

1845 5 user copy £119

1846 10 user copy £169

Make simple 
on-screen activities.
A tool that supports 
users to learn to 
make choices. Switch 
accessible and great for 
use on touch screens. 
Includes more than 
100 activities that are ready to use and are quick and easy 
to edit. The activities cover topics such as comprehension, 
sequencing and visual discrimination. 

Ready made activities 
•  The activities cover a wide range of basic and curriculum 

tasks, from very simple tasks for young learners or students 
with severe learning difficulties to much more demanding 
cognitive tasks.

•  Includes the 11,000+ Widgit Symbol Set, with access to free 
updates.

See www.inclusive.co.uk for more licence options. See www.inclusive.co.uk for more licence options.

See www.inclusive.co.uk for more licence options.
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Boardmaker® with Speaking 
Dynamically Pro V6

Boardmaker® Plus! V6
The premier educational 
software among 
teachers, speech and 
language therapists and 
parents for creating and 
individualising adapted 
content for students with 
learning challenges. It 
helps teachers and parents create on-screen and printed 
symbol based learning activities for students with special 
needs. You can create practice quizzes, worksheets, schedules, 
books, writing activities, games, communication boards and 
other activities that talk, prompt and support your student as 
they learn. The creative possibilities are endless.
•  Personalise materials by simply dragging and dropping 

familiar images from the Internet, your digital camera or 
other sources.

Pro transforms a computer into a talking word processor, a 
speech output device and a powerful learning tool.
• Includes extra features added to the capabilities of 

Boardmaker® Plus!
• Features word prediction, abbreviation expansion and 

natural sounding voices for use as AAC software.

•  Print and cut out materials with the help of dashed lines 
that make cutting easy.

•  Create dynamic activities for counting, sorting, sequencing 
and more with movable buttons.

• Link boards together into themed interactive units.
•  Try more than 250 sample boards and 50 interactive 

templates, including communication templates. 
•  Install optional country specific symbols for holidays, food 

and currency.
•  Use one of the 44 language translations to support 

students with English as a second language.

Designed for individuals 
with significant speech, 
language or learning 
disabilities who need 
symbol support. 
Boardmaker® with 
Speaking Dynamically 

Boardmaker® Software Family 
The Boardmaker® Software Family helps you create and deliver 

educational activities to students with language and learning challenges.

1842 Windows CD-Rom £249

3665 Mac OS X CD-Rom £249

1227 Windows CD-Rom £524

2269 Mac OS X CD-Rom £524

Please see www.inclusive.co.uk for bundle options.

Boardmaker® Studio The ultimate classroom resource, Boardmaker® Studio has 
hundreds of time-saving templates, gadgets and tools.
It’s fast. Create professional print and interactive activities in 
minutes with over 150 pre-made templates. All you have to 
do is add symbols to each activity! 
It’s easy. Create activities from scratch with pre-programmed 
tools (gadgets) that let you add sorting bins, timers, spinners 
and  more to your activities.
It connects you. As soon as you open Boardmaker® Studio, 
you are connected to thousands of parents, teachers and 
professionals on
www.BoardmakerShare.com

6129 Boardmaker® Studio Windows CD-Rom £249

Pre-made 
Template

Gadgets
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Boardmaker® 
V6
Basic software used to create 
and print communication 
boards and educational 
materials with Picture 
Communication Symbols (PCS) 
and other pictures and graphics. Includes 159 templates.

Boardmaker® Addendum Libraries 

Supplement your Picture Communication Symbol library with 
these additional symbols.

2000-2008 Addendum Bundle
Over 5,000 PCS symbols which include animals, history, 
science, behaviour, food, health, school and much more.

2012 Addendum Library
Over 1,300 PCS symbols which include science, history, story 
characters, health and much more. 2799 Windows CD-Rom £209

3370 Mac OS X CD-Rom £209

2254 Boardmaker Win & Addendums £249

1839 2000-2008 Addendum Bundle Win/Mac £79

 6080 2012 Addendum Library Win/Mac £19

Boardmaker® Software Family Upgrades
Please visit www.inclusive.co.uk for more options or call 01457 819790

6023 Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic Display £199

This software helps create a wide range of communication books to suit varying communication, 
language and sensory requirements. This comprehensive resource provides detailed information 
and a range of templates to support the production and use of Pragmatic Organisation Dynamic 

Display (PODD) communication books (requires Boardmaker, please see previous page).

PODD provides practitioners 
with templates and 
guidelines to develop an 
appropriate communication 
book and also describes 
comprehensive strategies to 
enable the use of the system 
in the child’s daily life – at 
home, at school and in the 
community.

Pragmatic Organisation 
Dynamic Display

Who is this resource for?
This resource is for people 
supporting children who are learning to communicate using 
aided symbols (pictographs, graphic symbols, whole written 
words). Therapists, teachers and parents will all have the 
opportunity to access the materials in this resource for their 
clients, students, children and young people.

What does the resource contain?
The resource provides templates to create a range of PODD 
communication books designed for children who use 
direct pointing with a whole hand, finger or pointer. Some 
of these page sets can also be modified to accommodate 
pick up and give/show or partner assisted scanning access 
methodologies.

The 3 x CD-Rom set includes:
•  A full version of the book titled Pragmatic Organisation 

Dynamic Display communication books by Gayle 
Porter (2007). This publication describes the theoretical 
underpinnings and features of PODD communication 
books and includes a detailed section on teaching learning 
strategies.

•  Templates for fourteen different PODD communication 
books from simple early functions to complex syntax. These 
templates can be viewed and customised using Boardmaker 
version 5 or later (not included).

To support you to make customised PODD 
communication books, each set of templates 
includes:
•  An information file providing a detailed description for that 

communication book’s language, page layout, vocabulary 
organisation and navigation pathways.

•  Construction files providing specific instructions for 
printing and constructing each communication book.

System requirements:
•  Boardmaker for Windows or Mac version 5 or later for 

printing and customising the templates.
• Adobe Reader.
• CD-Rom drive.
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5669 Win/Mac CD-Rom single user £150

5674 Win/Mac CD-Rom home user £74

Whether you are working in mainstream education or a 
special needs setting, Clicker is the perfect tool for helping 
all your pupils achieve reading and writing success. Clicker 
enables children to learn and progress within an easy to 
navigate, motivating environment tailored to their individual 
needs. 
Clicker 6 builds on the acclaimed support features of its 
predecessor. It combines customisable pupil support tools 
that empower children to work independently, with intuitive 
activity wizards that make it easier than ever before for 
teachers to create and edit Clicker activities.

What’s new in Clicker 6?
More pupil independence!
•  Quick start word processor – children are able to start 

working straight away!
•  Primary word predictor - this intelligent predictor suggests 

words that fit the context of the pupil’s writing.
•  Enhanced picture library - over 2,500 curriculum pictures, 

which are available for use in documents, Clicker Sets, the 
predictor and the spell checker!

•  Built-in painting tools – Crick’s popular painting program, 
Clicker Paint, is now fully integrated into Clicker 6.

•  Webcam support – pupils’ photographs instantly appear in 
their Clicker documents.

•  Favourites list – children can save their favourite Clicker 
activities for easy future access.

Clicker is the award winning literacy tool that enables 
pupils of all abilities to significantly develop their reading 
and writing skills. Now, Crick Software has released the 

latest version of this much loved software – Clicker 6.

•   Click and edit books – enable pupils to independently 
create their own talking books and presentations.

Less teacher time!
•  Clicker wizards - follow the step by step instructions to 

quickly create personalised reading, writing, matching, 
labelling, speaking and listening activities.

•  New editing tools - editing activities made simple! Click on 
a cell and the toolbar instantly changes to display only the 
tools relevant to the item being edited.

•  Faster access to Learning Grids - no need to log in, access 
hundreds of free resources instantly from within Clicker 6.

www.LearningGrids.com

See www.inclusive.co.uk for upgrades and further options. 

Makaton Symbols –
The Collection
2013

Symbolstix Software
SymbolStix is the newest symbol 
set from the US, now versioned 
for UK English. Originally 
designed and developed by 
News-2-You Inc, for use in its 
Internet newspaper and online 
curriculum, SymbolStix depicts 
activities and people as lively, 
vibrant stick figures, drawn with 
a distinctive flair to create “stick 
figures with an attitude”. The set 
consists of approximately 11,000 
symbols.

6513 Windows CD-Rom £99

6514 5 user licence £199

6515 10 user licence £299

6516 30 user licence £499

These symbol and sign graphics 
offer a structured, multi-model 
approach for teaching language 
skills. Contains all the sign and 
symbol graphics from all of the 
vocabulary collections, except 
for Sex Education. Also includes:
• Journey Planner.
• Going to the Dentist.
• Road Safety.
• Makaton for Maths.
• Fitter Feet.
• Summer Games and International Sports.
• Watching my Favourite Sports.
For full details of all Makaton software available see 
www.inclusive.co.uk 

6441 Windows CD-Rom £250
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First Author

Co:Writer 7 - Word Prediction

Your Word Prediction, Simply Put.

Co:Writer University Edition
Many of the students who grew up using Co:Writer became 
so successful that they are going off to college. We’d like to 
help them succeed there too. Co:Writer University Edition is 
perfect for college students or high schoolers transitioning to 
college. Learn more about University Edition at
www.donjohnston.com/highered
See www.inclusive.co.uk for licence options.

Co:Writer iOS App for iPad
We kept hearing that the word prediction apps out there just 
weren’t Co:Writer. Well, this app is Co:Writer! It uses the same 
word prediction engine as Co:Writer 7. It includes many of the 
most important features students rely on like FlexSpell and 
Topic Dictionaries. Of course, iOS limits to one application at 
a time, so students write in a dedicated writing space then 
copy and paste into other apps.

Features
• Topic specific dictionaries.
•  Send text to email, Dropbox, Google Drive, Twitter and 

Copy to clipboard.
Download from Apple iTunes Store.

SOLO Literacy Suite 

4589 Win/Mac CD-Rom 1-4 licences each £480

4593 Site licence £2,995

See www.inclusive.co.uk for licence and upgrade options.

Combines Co:Writer, Write:Outloud , Draft:Builder and 
Read:Outloud in one fully integrated package. SOLO can be 
less overwhelming than one single application addressing all 
of these needs, as each tool can be used independently as 
needed to address one aspect of reading and writing that the 
student is struggling with.

Buy all these applications in one SOLO 
Suite and save!

Co:Writer 7 is the only word prediction program to use the 
context of a whole sentence to predict the next word. This 
provides the most accurate prediction available - crucial for 
your most struggling writers.  As students write, Co:Writer 
offers a list of word suggestions.  After hearing the words 
read aloud, students choose the word they intended to write.

Co:Writer’s FlexSpell™ provides every conceivable letter 
pattern students will try in an attempt to spell words, so 
interpreting phonetic and inventive spelling. It offers correct 
word choices that even the most sophisticated spell checkers 
cannot produce. Co:Writer 7 works in conjunction with any 
application you write in, like MS Word, on web sites, blogs, in 
emails, etc. 

New Features in Version 7
•  USB Flash Drive Support allows Co:Writer 7 to run directly 

from a USB drive (no need to install).
•  Testing Accommodation Support to quickly restrict features 

during tests.

First Author is a 
new software title 
from Don Johnston 
Inc. which focuses 
on developing 
writing skills for 
students with 
more significant 
disabilities 
including 
those with 
severe developmental disabilities such as autism   It walks 
them through the stages of writing in a very systematic 
yet exploratory manner. It does so by taking students 
through a three-step process: choosing a topic, selecting 
a picture prompt, and writing with the support of built-in 
accommodations.

•  Simple Interface – just one window 
• Works identically with Mac & Windows computers.
•   Use Co:Writer’s text to speech to read the web and text in 

any application.
•  Network Ready to allow access to students’ writing profiles 

on a network server or USB drive.
•  Personal Dictionary for quick access to words that are 

unique to the user.

6760 Win/Mac CD-Rom 1-4 licences each £179

6761 Win/Mac CD-Rom 1-4 licences each £129

See www.inclusive.co.uk for licence options.
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Lexion

Lexion is an extremely comprehensive 
computer based assessment and training 
tool designed to help people with speech 
and language related learning disorders 
and/or dyslexia. 
Speech and language therapists and teachers have long since 
identified the benefits of teaching phonological/linguistic 
awareness for improving speech and language skills and the 
relationship with achieving literacy. Lexion can be used to:
• Identify specific areas of phonological awareness a child has 

difficulty with and devise motivational exercises to help 
improve skills in these areas. 

• Help assess any difficulties a child may have in reading and 
writing during their first years in school. 

• Produce comprehensive assessment and progress reports. 
Results are compared to norms collected from children 
without difficulties of the same age. 

• Provide individual programs of work in specific areas and 
save them onto disc for working at home too. 

• Provide a class based teaching program for fundamental 
skills in learning, reading and writing. Pre-designed 
exercises are provided for different year groups with terms 
relating to the curriculum. 

• Suitable for Reception class children to Year 9, plus adults 
with dysphasia.

Lexion is designed to engage interest and improve 
concentration – many children enjoy being tested with Lexion 
and will concentrate surprisingly well for long periods.

CrazyTalk 6

Turn your photos into 
lifelike digital puppet 
performances for films, 
web videos, podcasts, 
blogs and classroom projects. CrazyTalk 6 automatically 
makes your photo lip synch to the audio and adds different 
emotions. A real time ‘puppeteering’ mode allows you to 
apply facial expressions and morph effects by moving the 
mouse. Adjust the camera movement too - zoom in/out and 
rotate. Version 6 has enhanced hair mesh for natural head 
movement, VividEye technology, advanced web output and 
multi character fitting and settings. For upgrade options 
please call 01457 819790.

• CrazyTalk 6 creates talking characters from photos for use 
in emails and home video projects. Includes basic emotional 
editing, SFX templates and comic effects, some timeline 
editing capabilities and standard definition video export. 

• CrazyTalk 6 Pro also includes HD and Flash video output, 
real time layered puppeteering animation with custom facial 
feature selection, custom puppeteering profile editing, fully 
enabled timeline editing, audio voice morphing and more.

Make your 
photos talk!

1938 Lexion Teacher licence Win CD-Rom £325

1939 Additional Teacher licence £70

3075 Lexion site licence £885

3732 Windows CD-Rom £29

3737 CrazyTalk 6 Pro Windows CD-Rom £87

For more CrazyTalk 6 and Pro 

licence options, please see

www.inclusive.co.uk

ColorCards Interactive 
Everyday Objects
Uses photographs to 
reinforce skills of visual 
discrimination, problem 
solving, concentration and 
attention, and semantics/
categorisation. Various 
matching activities plus What’s It For?, all about function; odd 
one out; sorting and simple counting. This CD also develops 
skills like turn taking, attending and listening.

1209 Windows CD-Rom £59

1213 5 user copy £139

1214 Site licence £349

For more information about Lexion, 
please visit

www.inclusive.co.uk
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Big Bang Patterns

levels of visual complexity, together with colour options. The 
program includes exciting music and sound effects, you can 
also use it with your own music which can also be used at an 
experiential level to encourage looking and listening.

Big Bang Pictures

Four activities develop visual skills associated with location 
(finding something), fixing (holding attention on an object) 
and tracking (following movement). Animations include 
fireworks, bubbles, frogs, jet planes and acrobats. Use 
switches, touch screen, keyboard or mouse.

Big Bang has attention 
grabbing full colour 
pictures dancing and 
swirling around the 
screen, along with a 
choice of lively music 
and sound effects. 

Big Bang 

3624 Windows CD-Rom £59

3625 5 user copy £109

3626 Site licence £169

Big Bang Pictures has 
twenty animated 
pictures of every day 
objects displayed in 
only two colours, for 
maximum visual effect. 
The eye catching 
animations have been 
designed with three 

1331 Windows CD-Rom £59

1332 5 user copy £109

3145 Site licence £169

3621 Windows CD-Rom £59

3622 5 user copy £109

3623 Site licence £169

Another CD in the Big 
Bang collection for those 
working with people 
with more complex 
special needs. Big 
Bang Patterns contains 
over sixty different 
animations in two bright 

colours, with lively music and sound effects to encourage 
response and interaction. The animations are bright, bold 
and attention grabbing to encourage the user to watch and 
interact with the computer. It is designed for working with 
people with more complex special needs.

Target and Touch: Music

3515 Windows CD-Rom £59

3516 5 user copy £109

3517 Site licence £169

3518 Windows CD-Rom £59

3519 5 user copy £109

3520 Site licence £169

Target and Touch: Patterns
A range of activities 
with different styles of 
animated patterns and 
music rewards - bright 
colours contrasting with 
a black background 
make them ideal 
for users with visual 
difficulties. The different 
styles and movements of the patterns provide a wide range 
of different visual experiences to encourage users to look at 
the screen. For full details please visit www.inclusive.co.uk

Touch screen training 
activities with a cast 
of twenty musicians, 
from classical to fantasy, 
with a great selection 
of music. It offers lots 
of opportunities for 
language development 
and listening skills. Bright characters on a dark background 
really stand out, making this program ideal for people with 
visual and perceptual difficulties. For full details please visit 
www.inclusive.co.uk 
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The ChooseIt! Ready-mades Series are a huge collection of educational 
activities we have created using our popular title ChooseIt! Maker 2 (see page 
66). Choose from 21 titles covering Literacy, Numeracy and Science, offering 

comprehensive coverage of the Foundation and KS1 curriculum.

•  Really easy to use for both 
teacher/carer and children.

•  A simple way of finding what you 
need for any lesson. Easy to show 
other adults.

•  Children focus on the learning 
objectives, not the computer.

•  Learning is motivated through 
positive reinforcement.

•  Perfect for all children who need 
extra practice with understanding 
key concepts.

•  Performance statistics are available 
and ready to print.

•  Lots of pictures, music and speech 
support.

•  Great for use with a group on a big 
screen, or one to one in a corner.

•  Activities can be personalised 
using ChooseIt! Maker 2 (page 66), 
or simply use each CD on its own.

What can ChooseIt! Ready-mades do for my learners?

How do the ChooseIt!s provide extra support?

For struggling learners 
Easy to use - children can focus on 
the task rather than on how to use 

the computer. 

The ChooseIt! Ready-mades can be used successfully by all children, but have special 
features for children who need extra support.

Physical difficulties 
The Ready-mades are accessible 

using switches.

For children with
coordination difficulties

Large buttons are easy to target with a 
trackerball or touch screen.

Visual impairment
Each CD has clear pictures and full 
speech support with a real voice.

For children with autism
Consistent presentation with positive 
reinforcement means children are not 

distracted, confused or upset. Used 
with a group, they are fantastic for 

encouraging turn taking.

ChooseIt! Ready-mades 
are designed by teachers 

and ICT coordinators with 
over 20 years experience 
in primary and special 

schools.

Children’s
achievement

Flexible
and fun

Ease of use
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Structured to support the Primary National Strategy, Letters 
and Sounds. Choose from eight titles:
• Listening Skills.
• Initial Letters.
• Initial Blends: Letters.
• Initial Sounds.
• Initial Blends: Sounds.
• Alphabet.
• Everyday Words.
• Tricky High Frequency Words.
Each CD has over 25 activities with multiple pages. The full 
set has over 250 activities and 5,000 pages!

Literacy Series

n/a Windows CD-Rom (each title) £34

3618 All eight titles single user CD-Rom £239

NEW ChooseIt! Apps - covering 
Numeracy, Literacy and Science!

(see page 9).

Numeracy Series
These activities map directly to the Foundation Stage, 
P-Scales or National Numeracy Strategy targets.
Choose from eight titles:

• Early Number.
• Number 0 to 5.
• Number 5 to 10.
• Number 0 to 100.
• Foundation Shape, Space & Measure.
• Key Stage 1 Shape, Space and Measure.
• Time.
•  Money.
The full set contains a total of 237 activities and over 6,000 
pages!

n/a Windows CD-Rom (each title) £34

2978 All eight titles single user CD-Rom £239

Science Series
Mapping directly to Foundation Stage Knowledge and 
Understanding of the World and the National Curriculum Key 
Stages 1 and 2. Choose from five titles:
• Foundation Living Things.
• Materials.
• Light, Sound and Space.
• KS1 Living Things.
• Forces and Electricity.
The full set has 151 activities and nearly 3,000 pages!

n/a Windows CD-Rom (each title) £34

4305 All five titles single user £149

Titles are available to purchase separately or as multiple users, site licences or Series bundles.

Please specify titles when ordering.
See www.inclusive.co.uk for full details of all titles and purchasing options.

Buy all
eight and
save £33!

Buy all
eight and
save £33!

Buy all
five and

save £21!
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This SwitchIt! program contains twelve animated stories 
demonstrating different sports, plus flashcards and 
animations for cause and effect work. Watch the footballers 
use teamwork to score a goal.
Find out why going jogging is good for you. Sprinting, 
rounders and other sports played in school and college are 
also featured.
Sports played by people with disabilities are included, such as 
wheelchair basketball, boccia and new age kurling. SwitchIt! 
Sports Extra may be used as part of the PSHE curriculum to 
promote healthy living skills.

Try out the Goal!!! activity at www.helpkidzlearn.com

These motivating cause and effect activities are ideal for early 
language work. Press a switch and see flashcards appear, 
a picture build up or watch an animated story unfold. For 

keyboard, mouse, whiteboard or switch.

Each of these CDs has additional on-screen activities and a wide selection of 
worksheets to print out. For details see www.inclusive.co.uk

SwitchIt! Sports Extra

SwitchIt! Extra Series

SwitchIt! Technology Extra

3640 Windows CD-Rom £69

3641 5 user copy £129

3642 Site licence £189

This is the latest title in the popular SwitchIt! 
software series, covering twelve everyday 
technologies, sometimes with unexpected 
results!

We can sympathise with the character trying to turn on 
their television when faced with a selection of remote 
controls, and everyone has had a disaster with overloaded 
supermarket carrier bags! We are sure that lots of classroom 
discussion will be encouraged with everyone sharing their 
experiences about photo booths, car washes, vending 
machines, lifts, mobile phones and more – great as 
preparation or follow up for a visit.

5696 Windows CD-Rom £69

5697 5 user copy £129

5698 Site licence £189
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SwitchIt! Transport Extra

SwitchIt! Dinosaurs Extra

See a rocket launch, go 
on an aeroplane and 
experience an exciting 
helicopter rescue. Also 
includes a ferry, car, boat, 
cherry picker, school bus, 
taxi and train.

Shows dinosaurs’ 
behaviour, their habitat 
and how they hunt or 
forage.

SwitchIt! Wildlife Extra

SwitchIt! Hygiene Extra 

Includes hair care, 
showering, cleaning teeth, 
clean clothes, food hygiene 
and being well dressed. 
A great way of covering 
PSHE.

Looks at different habitats, 
the kind of animals 
that live there and their 
characteristics, behaviour 
and diet. Includes 
mammals, birds, insects, 
reptiles and fish.

2739 Windows CD-Rom £69

2740 5 user copy £129

3231 Site licence £189

2136 Windows CD-Rom £69

2137 5 user copy £129

3228 Site licence £189

SwitchIt! People Extra
All about the people we 
see every day. See how 
the nurse, lollipop lady, 
postman and checkout 
assistant do their jobs. 

2124 Windows CD-Rom £69

2125 5 user copy £129

3227 Site licence £189

3000 Windows CD-Rom £69

3001 5 user copy £129

3232 Site licence £189

3004 Windows CD-Rom £69

3005 5 user copy £129

3233 Site licence £189

SwitchIt! Farm Extra

2140 Windows CD-Rom £69

2141 5 user copy £129

3229 Site licence £189

Lots of farm animals and 
farm activities. Cow and 
calf, sheep and lamb, hen 
and chick, and many more.

2663 Windows CD-Rom £69

2664 5 user copy £129

3230 Site licence £189

SwitchIt! Weather Extra

SwitchIt! Christmas Extra

Looks at the sun, wind 
and rain and their effects: 
keeping warm, keeping 
cool and phenomena 
like rainbows and 
thunderstorms. 

2120 Windows CD-Rom £69

2121 5 user copy £129

3226 Site licence £189

All the joys of the festive 
season! Build a snowman, 
pull a cracker, decorate the 
tree and wait and see if 
Santa Claus will pop down 
the chimney.
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Switch Skills 1

Switch Skills 3

Switch Skills 2
Twenty activities at an 
elementary level. Press 
the switch or the touch 
screen when a big, 
bright object appears 
and see an animated 
reward. Exciting music 
promotes interest. 
Higher level activities 
require more visual discrimination, although most can still be 
played successfully by those with severe visual impairment. 

Fifteen activities at 
a higher level than 
Switch Skills 2, split into 
four sections. The first 
section features six 
activities with a large 
target, for example 
Splat the Clowns - 
watch a clown move 
across the screen and throw a custard pie at him when he 
reaches the middle. Other games of a similar nature have 

This collection of easy 
switch timing activities 
is fun for all ages. The 
exciting themes provide 
all the motivation 
needed to help students 
who understand cause 
and effect to develop 
more disciplined switch 
use. It also encourages speaking and listening and helps 
develop concentration skills. The bright, clear graphics are 

Switch users need a wide range of learning materials to help develop their skills. These 
programs can also be used with a plasma screen or whiteboard, touch monitor or mouse.

Cause and Effect...

First, the learner needs to be aware 
of the relationship between their 

switch press and the resulting reward. 
Some grasp this immediately; others 
need lots of practice with a variety of 

activities.

Switch Timing...

Learning to press the switch at the 
right time is a very big step in switch 
operation. It requires the motor and 
cognitive skills to operate the switch 

and an understanding of the task.

Choosing...

The next stage of switch control 
is selecting required items.  This 

involves a scanning process 
controlled by one or two switches. 

It enables access to a wider range of 
curriculum material.

Stages of Switch Use

suitable for those with visual impairment and there is lots of 
sound and music too. Activities include racing cars, gorilla 
and fruit, soccer shoot, traffic lights, catch the crocodiles 
and sunflower. Press when you see a car to make it race, or 
when the bee reaches the middle of the flower. The Monster 
House activity provides an introduction to switch scanning. 
Feedback and teacher options are provided.

1586 Windows CD-Rom £59

1587 5 user copy £109

3224 Site licence £169

4284 Windows CD-Rom £59

4285 5 user copy £109

4286 Site licence £169

Configurable options allow you to meet individual needs or 
develop learners’ skills in small steps. Four activities provide 
opportunities for creative and experimental play by early 
switch users, e.g. the spray can zigzags over a wall and sprays 
paint when you press the switch. Topics range widely and 
should appeal to a wide range of ages. Try out Gopher in a 
Drainpipe and Mystery Egg at www.helpkidzlearn.com

themes appropriate for older learners. The next section has 
four activities which are more demanding, with smaller 
targets in different places on the screen. For example, 
lighting fireworks.  A set of music activities allow learners 
to experiment with sound whilst learning to choose using a 
switch. There are three exciting video games, such as Jungle 
Adventure.

4287 Windows CD-Rom £59

4288 5 user copy £109

4289 Site licence £169
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Switch Skills for Two Set 1 section, choose to press the left switch (or spacebar) to make 
the ballerina dance beautifully, or the right switch to let 
the monster do his crazy dance. Or in Interacting Objects, 
choose to control a frying pan to try to hit the gopher. There 
are spacemen to jump into rockets and blast off, basketball 
players to help shoot baskets, a crocodile to be woken up and 
fed, musicians to perform and much more.

Switch Skills Champions

Every child can be a 
champion with these fun 
games that help develop 
switch timing skills. 
It features five sports 
that are included in the 
Olympics or Paralympics. 
For one or two players 
- useful for developing 
turn taking skills.

This CD contains sixteen 
activities in carefully 
graded sections. It 
provides an accessible 
environment to encourage 
the learner to move 
beyond the stage of cause 
and effect. Thinking, 
experimenting, observing 
and interacting are encouraged by providing simple activities 
that delight and engage. For example, in the Two Objects 

Switch Skills for Two Set 2

Switch Skills - Scanning
Switch Skills - Scanning 
is a set of twenty-two 
simple and motivating 
switch activities. It is 
designed for students 
who are learning 
how to use switches 
to make choices, 
either within software 
or scanning communication devices. The activities can be 
used with one or two switches. The activities are split into 

4829 Windows CD-Rom £59

4830 5 user copy £109

4831 Site licence £169

five sections with increasing levels of skill and complexity in 
very small steps. These begin with free choice activities that 
allow experimental play. More demanding tasks with specific 
targets are then introduced. The CD features a wide range of 
themes including music groups, rockets, a funfair, trains, farm 
and treasure island, and is part of our popular Switch Skills 
Series.

Try basketball, volleyball, boccia, ice hockey or hurdles. 
You can change the difficulty level for each player. Includes 
a simple training activity for early learners. Just wait for a 
player to appear on the screen, then press the switch to win 
a medal. Accessible using a switch, mouse, keyboard, touch 
monitor or whiteboard.

4197 Windows CD-Rom £59

4198 5 user copy £109

4199 Site licence (Windows only) £169

3627 Windows CD-Rom £59

3628 5 user copy £109

3629 Site licence £169

Eleven more activities 
for experimenting and 
progressing towards 
effective scanning skills. 
Also suitable for two 
learners as a basis for 
cooperative play. Build 
Up promotes the use 
of one switch to add 
items to the screen, with the second switch used to start the 
action or watch the animated reward. Build a tin can tower 

and knock it down, make a rocket and launch it, blow up a 
balloon until it pops, or sit the children on the roller coaster 
and start the action. Move and Get activities are designed to 
move learners towards the skills required to use, for example, 
a scanning communicator. Activities include loading crates 
onto trucks, feeding the croc, dance partners and passing the 
ball along a line of basketball players to shoot.

3630 Windows CD-Rom £59

3631 5 user copy £109

3632 Site licence £169
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ChooseIt! Maker 2

All our Maker Series offer a simple to use framework for making 
personalised teaching and leisure activities. Add your own images, 
text and sound to meet the needs of your students. Activities can be 

created in minutes using our intuitive tools, plus an inclusive range of 
access options make these programs suitable for many.

•  Make your own talking books in minutes with SwitchIt! Maker 
2.

•  Press a switch to see a picture, photo or video clip with 
sounds and text (also works with mouse, touch monitor or 
whiteboard). Press the switch again to turn the page and see 
more.

•  Use your own digital images or import pictures and sounds 
from the Internet.

•  Includes a library of over 1,500 pictures, sample videos and 
music, including a selection of PCS and Rebus symbols.

Use SwitchIt! Maker 2 for:

Making it motivational - pop music videos, silly sounds, 
pictures of Thomas the Tank Engine or motorbikes - put 
anything in that will get you interested and interacting!

All about me - keep a meaningful diary or communication 
passport. Reinforcing vocabulary - put a photo/picture with the 
spoken word and text to help learn new words.

Sequencing tasks - make step by step instructions with photos 
of the situation.

Talking photo 
album - share 
a multimedia 
record of your 
holiday or trip.

Story telling - 
make a simple 
story book that 
can be read 
independently.  
Speaking your mind - use it as a simple communication 
tool. Use one switch to scroll through the pages of choices 
and a second switch to speak out your choice. Use it in the 
classroom or day centre to tell others your preferences (e.g. in 
person centred planning).

1796 Windows CD-Rom £79

1797 5 user copy £149

3236 Site licence £229

•  Make your own choice-making activities in minutes.
•  Use your own pictures, photos, sounds or text, or pick from 

the library of over 1,500 files, including a selection of PCS 
symbols.

•  Make the activity as simple or as complex as you like, 
choosing from two to six items.        

•  Have one or more correct answers, spoken or written 
instructions and your choice of reward.

•  A great introduction to simple switch scanning (or use a 
mouse, touch monitor or whiteboard). Auditory scanning is 
included too.

Use ChooseIt! Maker 2 for:

Assessment - use the computer to make assessment more 
motivating. Great for students who struggle with traditional 
picture tests. Use familiar photographs or appropriate 
pictures to help assess language skills, number concepts etc.

Quizzes - make learning fun, with everybody able to 
participate. Great on the whiteboard or plasma screen. 

That’s the one I want - have free choices for activities with no 
wrong answers! Vote for your favourite pop star, which story 
should be read or where to go today.

Language comprehension - match up with talking books 
made in SwitchIt! Maker 2. Can they answer the questions 
correctly or match the written word with the picture?

Visual impairment - create matching and choice activities 
which enables the choices to speak out. The user can then 
listen and press the switch to make their choice.

ChooseIt! Maker 3 Online is now available - see page 4-5

1881 Windows CD-Rom £79

1882 5 user copy £149

3150 Site licence £229

SwitchIt! Maker 2
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Card MakerSwitchIt! Facemaker

Slideshow Maker 

SwitchIt! Jigsaw Maker 2SwitchIt! Maker 2 
Older Learners Edition

Makes it easy for the busy SEN or Early Years practitioner to 
make simple slideshows with accompanying music for early 
switch users. The slideshows can also be used with a touch 
screen, plasma or mouse. Simply choose a set of pictures, add 
a music track and you’re away. Slideshows can be started and 
stopped using one or two switches. This is useful for teaching 
two switch control or taking turns, and is invaluable for 
learners with PMLD or those learning to make choices using 

a switch or by pointing. The slideshow can also be given a 
timer so it automatically stops after a certain time. For early 
choice making, a picture board can be set up with between 
two and nine pictures to choose from by pointing, switch 
scanning or using the mouse. Each picture starts a different 
slideshow, then the picture board is shown again. This is good 
for turn taking with a group and can also be used with the 
IntelliKeys keyboard. More able learners who can use a mouse 
or touch screen will enjoy making their own slideshows with 
the editor, which is free of clutter and the buttons are large 
and have symbols. You can get pictures from a camera, the 
Internet, or even a webcam, then change their order in the 
slideshow using simple drag and drop. Full export features 
allow you to share slideshows with colleagues, or you can 
give them to learners to take home and play.

4271 Windows CD-Rom £79

4272 5 user copy £149

4273 Site licence £229

SwitchIt! Maker 2 Older 
Learners Edition has all the 
benefits of SwitchIt! Maker 
2 but also has an interface, 
example activities and 
graphics library that are 
specifically designed for 
older learners.

4274 Windows CD-Rom £79

4275 5 user copy £149

4276 Site licence £229

4901 Windows CD-Rom £79

4902 5 user copy £149

4903 Site licence £229

Card Maker allows you 
to create cards and 
invitations. Choose one of 
twenty-eight different cards 
with occasions including 
Christmas, birthdays, Easter, 
anniversaries and more. 
Choose one of eighteen occasions for the 
invitations and customise each one.

Add your own photos of 
children, teachers, parents 
(anybody!) to SwitchIt! 
Facemaker and decorate 
them with hats, beards, 
glasses, earrings and 
more. Nearly 100 features 
give you thousands of 
combinations, engaging

2144 Windows CD-Rom £79

2145 5 user copy £149

3234 Site licence £229

students in creative exploration and experimentation.

It’s easy to make jigsaws 
of family members, pop 
stars, favourite characters 
or anything which is 
motivating. There are four 
levels of complexity to 
provide skills progression.

1950 Windows CD-Rom £79

1951 5 user copy £149

3235 Site licence £229
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•  Choose from Little Bo 
Peep, Mary Mary Quite 
Contrary, Little Jack 
Horner, Yankee Doodle or 
Pussy Cat. 

•  Decide where to go and 
what to do.

•  Great for getting children 
using their imagination.

•  Lots of fun adventures to enjoy, with delightfully comical 
results. 

•  Lots of images are available on the CD for printing in colour 
or for children to colour in.

Choose and Tell:
More Nursery Rhymes

Choose and Tell: Legends  
 •  Embark on a magical 

adventure based on 
exciting legends from 
different cultures.

•  Choose from Jason, Sir 
Lancelot, the Pharaoh, 
Hiawatha or Rama.

•  Packed with fun decisions 
to make and challenging puzzles to solve.

•  Encounter monsters and answer questions relating to the 
Key Stage 1 curriculum. 

• Configurable difficulty level. 

Choose and Tell: Fairy Tales

•  Choose from Snow 
White, Beauty, Cinderella, 
Princess Aurora (also 
known as Sleeping 
Beauty) or Rapunzel. 

•  Travel in a pumpkin 
coach, on a funky moped 
or groovy rollerblades. 

•  Will you visit a fairy tale castle or go to the supermarket? 
•  Will your heroine find her Prince Charming - or will a 

magical kiss lead to a different surprise? Of course, they all 
live happily ever after.

Choose and Tell: 
Nursery Rhymes
•  Choose from Humpty 

Dumpty, The Grand Old 
Duke of York, Old Mother 
Hubbard, Old King Cole or 
Baa Baa Black Sheep. 

•  Take Baa Baa Black Sheep 
off to the beach on a 
space rocket, or go to the 
castle with Humpty Dumpty on his green boat.

•  Great for getting children to use their imagination and think 
about creating a narrative.

1791 Windows CD-Rom £59

1792 5 user copy £109

3149 Site licence £169

Choose and Cook

An easy, fun, story based 
program about preparing 
food and being in the 
kitchen. Aimed primarily 
at non-readers with severe 
learning difficulties of 
all ages, and perfect for 
mainstream primary classes. Pupils choose a meal to make 
then find the ingredients in the kitchen.

3403 Windows CD-Rom £59

3404 5 user copy £109

3405 Site licence £169

3471 Windows CD-Rom £59

3472 5 user copy £109

3473 Site licence £169

1324 Windows CD-Rom £59

1325 5 user copy £109

3147 Site licence £169

1754 Windows CD-Rom £59

1755 5 user copy £109

3148 Site licence £169

They are taken through the cooking and preparation process, 
where they choose the correct utensils. Finally, they invite a 
friend and enjoy the meal together. 
This program can be used in tandem with real cooking 
lessons. The simple recipes have been chosen because they 
can all be easily produced in the kitchen.
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ReacTickles 2
•  Inspired by real world 

objects that children 
love to manipulate such 
as slinkies, lava lamps, 
spinning tops and coins, 
ReacTickles provides an engaging, accessible computer 
environment for spontaneous imaginative play and 
learning. 

•  ReacTickles Creativity Box resources are structured to 
provide an easy to use, flexible guide to integrating the 
software into the curriculum in a manner that is rewarding 
and fun. Teacher and pupil resources can now be accessed 
directly from within the application.

•  ReacTickles are highly motivating and have been shown to 
help children develop concentration and attention skills, as 
well as encouraging sharing and imaginative play.

•  Reactive colours encourage those with autistic spectrum 
differences and learning disabilities to use the computer. It 
helps them develop mouse, keyboard, programming and 
screen skills. Fully switch enabled.

•  Use with an interactive whiteboard, microphone, mouse or 
keyboard.

This fun and stimulating 
software is aimed at 
children just mastering 
early numbers. It 
features ten popular, 
traditional songs, seven 
of which have been 
re-written to count up from 1 to 5. Lively tunes and lovable 
animated characters engage the children, encouraging them 
to count along with the music. The songs are offered in three 
progressive stages:
• Playing all the way through.
• Counting before each verse.
• Asking the child to count before each verse. 
A set of accompanying activities consolidate and expand 
the childrens’ counting skills. These are also offered in three 
progressive stages: simple counting of one character after 
another; counting characters along a number line and 
identifying sets of objects. The program can be used with a 
touch screen, mouse or switches.  

Counting Songs 1
Ideal for Early 
Years.

Counting Songs 2
Ideal for KS2.

Ten original, 
contemporary style 
songs with entertaining 
animations, designed 
for KS2 children with 
learning difficulties. 
Seven of the songs 
count up from 1 to 5, whilst three count down. May also be 
suitable for some Early Years learners.

4911 Windows CD-Rom £59

4912 5 user copy £109

4913 Site licence £169

4914 Windows CD-Rom £59

4915 5 user copy £109

4916 Site licence £169

3419 Win/Mac CD-Rom £49

4067 Site licence £199

For further information, videos
and reviews visit

www.inclusive.co.uk/countingsongs 
or speak to us on o1457 819790

3185 Windows CD-Rom £79

3186 5 user copy £149

3187 Site licence £229

Ideal for providing 
visual prompts for the 
language we use in the 
classroom. Pictures and 
text can speak, giving 
extra motivation and 
reinforcement and making 
MyBoard scenes more interactive and inclusive. Target specific 
speech and language skills for individuals or make relevant 
group activities. 
•  Ideal for group use on the plasma, or use it on the 

computer with a mouse. 
• Make activities for your learners or just let them be creative!
•  Lots of flexible, easy to use tools and resources.
•  Make your own sorting and sequencing activities, literacy 

games, numeracy tasks, 3D construction sets, colouring 
books, dot-to-dots, board games, design and technology 
activities, maps, circuit diagrams and all sorts of scenes to 
promote creative play. The list is endless.

•  MyBoard includes a wide range of sample activities to 
adapt or to get you started.

•  Over 2,000 sample pictures are provided. You can also use 
images from your digital camera, the Internet or a webcam.

MyBoard
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2013/14 Inclusive Information Days

Our free Information Days are a great opportunity for educators, 
therapists, advisors and others working in the field of special needs to 
come together and see how technology is changing the lives of all learners. 
Delivered by members of our respected and experienced Information Team, 
these one day sessions are packed with practical ideas and advice. Why 
not watch our Information Days video or download our Information Day 
leaflet at www.inclusive.co.uk/events 

We offer two types of Information Day

2013/14 Information Day dates

Communication and Learning Through Technology (CLTT)

This day focuses on the use of ICT to support the 
communication, learning and leisure needs of children and 
young people with severe and complex special needs.  
• Explore access to technology from switches to eye gaze.
• Engaging experiential learners.
• Develop cause and effect understanding.
•  Make effective use of a range of simple communication 

devices.
• Create motivational and personalised resources.

Registration is at 9.30am. Sessions run from 10.00am - 3.30pm.
Lunch is provided.

Leeds
24th Sep 2013 - CLTT
25th Sep 2013 - From iPads to Eye Gaze

Birmingham
8th Oct 2013 - CLTT
9th Oct 2013 - From iPads to Eye Gaze

Halland, East Sussex
5th Nov 2013 - CLTT
6th Nov 2013 - From iPads to Eye Gaze

London
3rd Dec 2013 - CLTT
4th Dec 2013 - From iPads to Eye Gaze

To book your place at either one or both Information Days, please go to
www.inclusive.co.uk/events/information-days to book online.

Inclusive Webinars

Edinburgh
4th Feb 2014 - CLTT
5th Feb 2014 - From iPads to Eye Gaze

Nottingham
11th Mar 2014 - CLTT
12th Mar 2014 - From iPads to Eye Gaze

Manchester
25th Mar 2014 - CLTT
26th Mar 2014 - From iPads to Eye Gaze

Cardiff
6th May 2014 - CLTT
7th May 2014 - From iPads to Eye Gaze

Norfolk
3rd Jun 2014 - CLTT
4th Jun 2014 - From iPads to Eye Gaze

Bristol
10th Jun 2014 - CLTT
11th Jun 2014 - From iPads to Eye Gaze

Newcastle
15th Jul 2014 - CLTT
16th Jul 2014 - From iPads to Eye Gaze

Dont forget we are at the BETT Show
Come and see us on the 22nd -25th 
January 2014 - Stand SN95

Take part in one of our new Interactive Webinars without 
even leaving your desk. These are fully interactive, live events; 
you can ask the presenter questions just as if you were in 
the room with them. All you need to take part is a computer 
connected to the Internet with speakers or headphones so 
you can hear the presenter speak.

You can even use an iPad or Android tablet to take part as 
long as you have an Internet connection.  After the Webinar 
you’ll have access to a recording of it so that you can watch it 
again and again.

Inclusive Webinars run for about 45 minutes and will usually 
focus on one or two products in depth, their features and 
how to get the best from them.
Upcoming webinars include:

• ChooseIt! Maker 3
• First Author
• HelpKidzLearn
• Inclusive Eye Gaze Learning Curve

Check www.inclusive.co.uk for further information on 
upcoming webinars.

From iPads to Eye Gaze

This new day focuses on two of the most 
exciting recent technologies in special 
needs, the iPad and eye gaze. In the 
morning we will look at using the iPad, Apps to use for  those 
with special needs, accessories such as switch interfaces and 
specialised cases, through to making resources for iPad users.  
In the afternoon we will look at eye gaze technology, from 
assessment and cause and effect understanding through to 
using eye gaze for communication, learning and leisure.
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71Index and Terms and Conditions

Terms and Conditions
At Inclusive Technology we believe that it is important to provide full support and an excellent service 

to our customers. This starts with helping you get the right resources for your learners, and at the right 
price. For information about Delivery Charges, Payment Methods, VAT Charges and VAT Relief, Credit 

Terms and our 100 days Returns Policy please see www.inclusive.co.uk/terms-and-conditions
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